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This thesis is divided into two chronological parts that I chose as representing
modern Chinese art at its most vibrant.
I state now that I don't see the Cultural
Revolution as containing much positive influence at all; therefore I saddle my research
periods before and after it. In my opinion it seems that more people find the Cultural
Revolution, a period of warped societal possession, strikingly interesting, I however do
not. I personally find the Liberation period of the 1940's-the spirit that drove a
burgeoning young Communist party to fight for China's independence-contrasted with
the New Reform period of the 1980's-the time in which the battle for artistic
independence is waged while new technologies and new ideas are assimilated into
everyday life-to be incredibly insightful and ripe with valuable lessons for tomorrow's
China.
Part One takes the Chinese art world of the Liberation period, art being a normally
"qualitative" entity, and describes it "quantitatively" through the policies issued by the
CCP that steered art's path during the years preceding and following Liberation. At
the beginning of my research I found that one can't simply remove then examine a ten
year slice of history and hope to learn completely the reason and logic behind CCP
policy. I had to reach back to around 1920 in order to grasp fully the spirit behind the
Liberation, likewise in reaching back I had to scan forward to inspect the results of
those prior policies along with their inherent artistic reaction. Therefore, Part One
covers 1945-1955, but is purposely expanded to cover l920-1960 in order to gain broad
political insight. This first part details the policies behind what I believe to be the
main aspects of art that would have had the most influence on the public during
Liberation.
Aspects such as drama, painting, music and literature all had major
impacts on society, but most importantly also had uniquely varying levels of influence
for which they could persuade and stir reactive motivation among the public.
Which
during this time was in desperate need of unification and political stability. This
varied influence is what we still see during the New Reform period of the 1980's, as
you'll see the influence is still backed by government policies and is silently criticized
by many of China's urban youth.
Part Two continues to describe in colorful detail (some say I went a little
overboard) the Chinese art world as a "quantitative" function of policy. The New
Reform period and the policies that structure it merely open the gates of influence,
allowing more independent patterns of thought as well as allowing artists themselves to
directly take in material from outside of China, integrate it and expand on it with their
own creative genius. This period brought me to focus on the aspects of China's
underground visual art and music worlds because it seemed to me that these two
aspects were, for most part in the 80's and 90's, the most influential on the general
public. Why focus on the 'underground' realm? It’s a known fact that mainstream
culture always feeds upon the remnants of the underground's former trends.
Mainstream culture has always been influenced by, and has always held, a teething
curiosity towards the avant-garde and post-modern realms of the global art world.
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Therefore 1 chose to focus on the accepted "art-to-be" so to speak, that art which is
corralled by politics and profoundly influential to the general public; and in studying it
I became part of it, an aggressive supporter and major developer of China's
underground art world.
During the two years in researching and writing this material, I joyfully admit that
the conscious literary attitude in my writings of these two periods has migrated from
that of common stuffy historical analysis (during Part One of the 1940's) to that of
documenting the unstable path of alternative art (during Part Two of the 1990's).
Words can't describe the passion and the beauty expressed through the varied forms of
artistic media that I witnessed and promoted while in China, and in such bold
expressions there holds still today a sense of artistic pioneering through uncharted
socio-political territories. In my travels and cohabitation among artists I vicariously
discovered a new sense of self, one that is more tolerant not only to developing
countries but also to systems of international diplomacy.
When I first started researching this thesis I felt upon my arrival in Beijing that
China wasn't backwards at all, it was my entire Western view of China that was
backwards, it had been twisted and distorted resulting in a dangerously gross bias.
Was it my fault to trust the Western media (news, books, broadcasts) pouring out of the
P.R.C.; not only trust it, but take that small slice of information for representing the
whole of country so vast and so culturally embellished? Yes, I was at fault for sinking
into the warm comforts my own Western interpretations, taking for granted like
millions of others, the fact that China today is in a very simplistic general perspective a
product of an over-populated largely agrarian traditional society; one of the oldest and
largest in the world comparable only to India.
With these simple facts,
"over-populated," "agrarian," "traditional," one can glean a healthy insight on not only
China's current condition within the last century, but also on it's role as an upcoming
international market force. This is my goal; to somehow enlighten others about
China's social and political history in a way that Western media hasn't compelled itself
to do and also to encourage others to be tolerant and take more than the requisite steps
towards cultural engagement.
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10-year period comparison of the arts in China
PART ONE
Years 1945-1955
(Including details on the "17-years" period works of 1949-1966)
Introduction:
From what I had seen in American media and in the textbooks I had read, I drew
the conclusion that artists here in China were living a life on borderline oppression,
between that of political prisoner and that of an escaped convict. But after my first
year in Beijing, the oppression that was so colorfully described in the media was just
not visible. Which seems rather odd because if there were any major signs of
oppression or general dislike from the central government towards artists, it would be
focused most intensely in Beijing, the seat of the Republic's power. Now, granted
every country has a small minority of artists that would be labeled unsuitable for social
interaction due to political criticisms produced in their artwork. On the contrary,
from what I've witnessed here is quite contradictory to the general western attitude in
the media towards China and the arts within. The visible truth being is that the
majority of young artisans here in Beijing live a fairly oppression-free lifestyle, within
understandable limits, of a newly emerging modern China. Chinese popular art; the
majority of art and that art which is accepted and enjoyed by the general population,
has been under government influence since the official declaration by Mao during the
Yan'an talks of 1942.
The politics of the time argued that art should no longer be something simply seen
or heard, but rather something used as a powerful instrument to "facilitate other
revolutionary work," thus uniting artisans with the grim situations on the battlefield in
order to "overthrow the national enemy [The KMT and the imperialist factions] and
accomplish the task of national liberation." The answer to why art, literature and
music were so invaluable to the central government during the period from 1937-1945
is a dual function of both the decrease in political directives concerning affairs related
to the Anti-Japanese war and an increase in directives concerning the internal cohesion
of the party's membership.
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The graph {G1} indicates that as the years go by we see a decline in the amount of
directives issued concerning affairs with Japan and the KMT -- "War Directives" (those
in blue). At the same time we see an increase in the amount of directives issued
concerning internal cohesion -- "Propaganda Directives" (those in green).
Demonstrating that as the war comes to an end and as the Party's membership
increases from more areas having been liberated, the Party feels that the need for
'homogenous political orientation' is essential; thus the need for directives concerning
internal cohesion rises.
In 1942, as the
Anti-Japanese war was
slowly diminishing in
China, the Central
Committee
on
September 1st issued
"The Decision on
Unifying
Party
Leadership
in the
Anti-Japanese
Base
Areas and Regulating
Relations
Among
Various Organizations".
Chinese
Anti-war
organizations such as
the 'Awakening League' founded in 1939 and the 'Anti-War League' founded in 1940
united to form the North China Federation of Anti-War Leagues after the formal talks
of 1942 thereby giving "a great deal of assistance in propaganda and education"
towards the border regions affected by the war.
This directive and its results not
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only would be the hallmark that tied art and literature organizations to the
revolutionary movement but most importantly was used to "strengthen the unity of the
Party at all levels."
Earlier that year, immersed in the momentum of war, the membership of the party
exceeded the bounds of efficient political overview by the Central Committee. The
party recourse in Yan'an on February 1, 1942, was to organize a rectification campaign
under the title of "Rectifying the Party's Three Styles" headed by Mao to be aimed at
avoiding and fighting the then current trends of subjectivism, sectarianism and
stereotypes in order to "clarify ideas and unite cadres."{1} The Central Committee felt
that mass political review of the party as a whole was required. Mao's famous quote,
"learning from past mistakes to avoid future ones and curing the sickness to save the
patient," colorfully emphasized the disheveled character of the party at the time. The
Central Committee was held in constant fear of counter-revolutionary elements within
the party to such an extent during this period that as membership expansion increased
due to the fact that more and more regions had been recently liberated by the various
route armies of the Communists, the need for immediate review, rectification and
cohesion was chronologically necessary.
Why Socialist Realism in art?
Why not Abstraction?
In 1919, Chinese intellectuals and
students, dissatisfied with pro-Japanese
officials
in
Beijing
and
the
disappointing results of the Treaty of
Versailles respond to imperialist
oppression by launching the May 4th
movement; a movement spread beneath
the banner of pro-democracy and calling
for an end to China's indignation as a
country seeing its borders and its people
divided and dealt out to players among
the foreign powers. Marxism, a major
catalyst in the May 4th movement was well known to many Chinese intellectuals prior
to the movement by having been exposed to material describing revolutionary events
that occurred during the 1917 Russian October Socialist Revolution and material
promulgating Marxist theory.
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The May 4th Movement
brought to life a unified
Marxist vision between
those that collaborated in
the movement's formation.
Mao Zedong, one of the
early
collaborators,
branched off to focus on the
worker's situation almost a year prior to the formation of the Chinese Communist Party
(August 1920) in Shanghai; the center of industry in China during the early 1900's.
In order to decimate Marxist thought to the public, the Shanghai division of the
Socialist Youth League, an organization of the workers' movement, published
revolutionary periodicals such as New Youth, The Communist Party, and The Laborers;
all published by organizing trade unions of workers within the printing and
manufacturing circles. On November 1, 1923, the Communist Party opened the
Shanghai Bookstore to sell and distribute revolutionary literature and other journals;
only to have it banned in 1926 by the warlord Sun Chuanfang.

As unfortunate as the closure of the Shanghai Bookstore was, it affirmed early on the
Communists' undaunting ability to absorb powerful political blows and unexpected
setbacks. Later that year, the Communist Party addressed the same spirit and
appointed Mao Zedong to hold the position of editor of The Political Weekly, a
cooperative publication between the Communists and the KMT distributed in the
southern region of Guangzhou aimed at "smashing the counter-revolutionary
propaganda in the north and the Yangzi River area."
Mao, paying great attention to
national class struggle, published his article "The National Revolution and the Peasant
Movement," in which he expressed his belief that, "the peasant question is the central
issue of the national revolution," and that the workers and peasant classes should,
"launch an attack," to topple the imperialist powers above them. From this history of
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constant class struggle and focusing on the workers movement during the early
revolution, one can detect where the majority of artistic influence came from in the
years prior to 1949. From the traditional brush paintings of Xu Beihong to the
post-liberation dramas of Lao She, Socialist Realism in China became the most
popular base from which to gather artistic material in support of the proletariat
revolution.
Literature during the "17 years Period" and Revolutionary Heroism
Modern literature in the People's Republic is formally dated as starting in 1949
alongside the date of the liberation, victory and unification of China that year on
October 1st. From 1949 literature is divided into three periods. The first "17 years"
(Shiqinian) period of 1949-1966; the period after unification and right before the
Cultural Revolution. The second decade long "Cultural Revolution" (Wenhua Da
Geming) period of 1966-1976. Finally the current "New Period" (Xinshiqi Wenxue)
from 1977 to the present. This thesis is concerned with the first period mainly
because during the key years of 1945-1955, those years leading up to and following the
foundation of the People's Republic, modern Chinese literature sees several
fundamental developments; the development of revolutionary heroism brought about
by:
-

The author's political background
The author's concern for the reader/audience
Placement of the 'hero'
The hero's position in society

The representative trend of the 17-years period literary works are summed up as
displaying "revolutionary emotion" as well as having a "distinct socio-political
nature."{2} Works of this period also displayed another key characteristic as well, the
position of the 'hero,' who had a functional and fantastic role to assume. The hero's
temperament was that of portraying the role of the modern victor going through the
paces of hope; for a unified nation, love; for the freedom that new China had brought,
and death; in the two unforgotten wars with the KMT and Japan. The job of the hero
in literature was to express large historical accounts that occurred during liberation
while maintaining a revolutionary posture, therefore the hero was placed in the center
and given full right to expand on the author's own experiences. In Wu Qiang's Red
Sun the story spreads out as we see through the eyes of a victorious army as it goes
through 3 major historical battles. Wu Qiang, also a former soldier in the Fourth
Route army, worked as a writer in the Culture & Propaganda department of his
division; thereby providing the necessary pipeline of communication between the
government, the literary circle, finally flowing to the people. Red Sun not only
placed the hero in the center but also employed the author's own memories of being in
the army as an historical well to draw realistic material from. The plot is centered on
two of the Communist's great commanders and their battles with Chiang Kai Shek and
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the KMT. Liang Bo, an outstanding commander, paired together with Shen Zhenxin,
a leader who had already seen tremendous hardship from taking part in the Long
March of the Communists, are both portrayed in a contemporary sense as they go
through the days' activities of war. This trait of 'taking the daily routines of the
common man' and overlaying an aura of heroism is what united the political directives
and historical accounts inherited from the author with the reader--who was, by the
government's opinion--in need of education and revolutionary enlightenment.
Even as late as 1958, Mao was still concerned with the public's need for
revolutionary enlightenment when he published in the June 1 premiere issue of Red
Flag, assessing the unsatisfied intellectual and economic state of his countrymen, he
wrote "The outstanding thing about China's 600 million people is that they are 'poor
and blank.' This may seem a bad thing, but in reality it is a good thing."
He went on
further to explain that being impoverished and having the desire for enlightenment was
revolutionary by reporting, "Poverty gives rise to the desire for change, the desire for
action and the desire for revolution. On a blank sheet of paper free from any mark,
the freshest and most beautiful characters can be written, the freshest and most
beautiful pictures can be painted."
In the novel Protect Yan'an, based on the battle by the same name, the heroic
characters range from the high-ranking military leader Peng De Huai, to the
courageous foot soldiers Zhou Dayong and Tiger Wang.
This novel is a portrait of
revolutionary heroism with one chapter that especially demonstrates the style of
writing, which was used to uplift and motivate the general reading public. The
chapter, "On the [fighting] Front of the Great Wall," Zhou Dayong loses contact with
his battalion and winds up behind the advancing enemy line desperately searching for a
way back to his own army. The novel's literary style doesn't describe him with such
simple etchings of just a lone soldier trying to run back to safety, rather, because he is a
major hero and more importantly being of modest rank, his character was written to
emphasize the heroic plight of the common soldier. His fight for life behind enemy
lines, "isn't for his own simple life," rather his struggles are for the greater common
goal of "the people's liberation."
Another fine example of revolutionary heroism lies
in Tiger Wang's character that wakes up from the edge of death in a war-swept field
surrounded by corpses. Once realizing his hellish predicament, he utters the words, "I
must leave this place."
His reason for flight once again has more depth to it than
simply finding his own safety.
Tiger Wang realizes even though he has just awaken from the brink of death, he is
still alive and therefore feels he must return to his battalion and continue fighting along
the front. Waking within this horrible but realistic environment, he lapses into fear
and loneliness not because he is amidst this 'field of the dead', but rather his
revolutionary spirit won't let fear separate him from the battle and his comrades. To
bring Tiger Wang's courage into a wider scope, he basically portrays the 'revolutionary
hero', one of modest social rank (the role of the common man) and one that fights
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nonstop to 'serve the people'. In both Red Sun and Protect Yan'an, one can see that
the hero's central placement is just as important as the hero's position in society. In
my opinion just who, by name, the hero is doesn't justify a character's importance,
rather his rank in the society he has been placed inside of is the most important
characteristic. In this novel and others like it during this period, once again returning
to Zhou Dayong as an example, the reader can see that the hero is a courageous
character, attaining a sense of brightness within the military society, at the same time
leaning towards the 'common man' character.
Literature of this period was constantly pushing the limits of persuasive writing,
creating a cyclical rehash of heroic stories written with intense concern for the reader.
After all, literature was, following Mao's talks at Yan'an, written "for the masses to
serve the people." In a broad sense, serving the people seems like a utopian task, but
how could even the largest, most talented literary circle draw a blanket style of writing
that the public could mentally consume and then act upon? Revolutionary Realism was
the best style that served as a dual purpose educational/ motivational tool by taking the
daily activities of the common man and placing that character on a heroic pedestal as a
way of bringing the masses closer to the soldiers' experiences and the government's
directives.
As the graph G1 illustrates, the Japanese/KMT conflicts decrease with time, the
amount of directives focused at maintaining internal party cohesion increase with time
(peaking in 1948), the year right before the founding of the People's Republic of China.
In analyzing this period's body of works, one must account for the fact that even after
the Liberation of 1949 with the decline of directives focused towards the KMT and
Japan, there were still many outbreaks of civil war combined with several instances of
'Rightist' purges within the Communist party itself; not to mention an extremely high
rate of recruitment. This is why there was a constant increase in directives of this
period focused at 'internal cohesion'. For example, on May 21, 1950, The CPC issued
the "Directive on Expanding and Consolidating Party Organizations,"{1} in which it
stressed that in recruiting members, the work should be focused on the cities and,
above all, on the working class." This determination for gathering new members in
the Party was reflected in the June 30 Xinhua News Agency report which read that,
"[in this year 1950] by the time of the 29th anniversary of the founding of the CPC, its
membership would have exceeded 5 million--2 million of whom were new members
recruited over the past two years." Thus creating a heavy air of confusion within the
party ranks while at the same time emphasizing the need for internal cohesion. With
membership rates rising at such an alarming rate due to the newly liberated areas
undergoing recovery and land reform, the Party had no choice but to issue even tighter
control over the arts and literature circles during this period of 'Socialist Transition' to
unite and mobilize the masses.
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Drama during the 17-years Period
Drama took the same course of developments that literature did during this period.
Developments such as those in character appointment, the usage of props/settings and
the dynamics of the plot all had significant changes influenced by the sadness of war,
the joys of liberation and the need for the Party's internal cohesion. In drama, the
goal, as in literature, was to mobilize the masses in an effort to help the state. For
example in December 1953, as the rules for developing farming cooperatives were
being resolved, the CPC approved and distributed a pamphlet prepared by the
Propaganda Department titled, "Work Hard and Mobilize all Forces to Make China a
Great Socialist Country,"{1}-which brought about an "upsurge in studying and
propagating" the Party's line "on all fronts." Bearing in mind the Propaganda
Department's responsibilities of the time, it was necessary that the drama academies
stick close to this goal when developing characters, especially heroes and antagonists.
The hero of the stage was embodied in several characters, those ranging from the
revolutionary soldier to that of the more symbolic 'old men' in Lao She's Teahouse
(1957) who represented survival within China's swiftly changing political tide.
Teahouse, set inside a
typical
Beijing
teahouse,
re-enacts the live of its owners
and its guests through three
stages in modern Chinese
history; the end of the Qing,
the transition of rebellion, and
the onset of the KMT soldiers
overtaking the city. The play
itself required an enormous
cast of characters who were
drawn from all levels of society
and ingeniously used to
respond to the changes within
Chinese society from the end of the Qing dynasty to the invasion of the KMT-a span of
50 years. In developing characters for the play, Lao She admitted that, "with so many
characters and such a long time span, it [became] difficult to establish a central
plot."{3} However, using this play as an example of dramas written during the
17-years period, it is important to note that the actual plot wasn't the focus-the
characters were. When asked about the differences in 'traditional street theater' and
the drama in Teahouse, Lao She replied, "In the play, the characters are central, while
in [traditional] street theater the events portrayed are central." More often than not,
the characters were the most important pieces of the drama as a whole; they were the
vehicles of political trends and the prophets of the Party's general line.
Teahouse, as a drama, is known for its usage of vernacular language, that of the
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streets of Beijing. The usage of 'vernacular' language during this period was in itself
a 'revolutionary statement'. Taking the refined language traditionally found in drama
and replacing it with the spoken language of the common man was something that Lao
She specialized in. The revolutionary attitude of doing away with that which was
'traditional, feudal and from the old society,' such as using the old feudal language in
drama, was captured in the play best when Wang Shufen, the wife of the proprietor of
the teahouse, says to their waiter Third Born Li, "[with the new reforms] our teahouse
has put on a new face; shouldn't you cut off your old queue?" Meaning that Third Born
Li should take on a revolutionary stance and do away with his long pony-tail 'queue'-a
symbol of Qing dynasty feudalism and something that should be done away with.
The play details the broad range of changes in Chinese society from the flight of feudal
traditions and growth of foreign influences to corrupt policeman and officials all in
transit within a three-act play. Beginning scenes such as in Act One where a poor,
desperate peasant woman hastily enters the teahouse with her daughter hoping to sell
the child to a wealthy family in hopes of a better life for the little girl, give the
audience a sense of appreciation for what the 'New Communist Society' of the late 40's
brought about; where it was unnecessary to sell one's children in hopes of securing
them a better position in society.
As the Yutai Teahouse was
meant to host events in the
lives of its guests, the play still
retained a noticeable amount of
revolutionary flavor such as in
Act One: Wang Lifa finds
himself in a disagreement with
one of the regular guests over
the semantics behind 'state
property', Wang Lifa charges
"You're going to let go of all
your property, for the sake of
society, with no concern for
yourself?" His guest, the
wealthy capitalist Qin Zhongyi responds, "You don't understand. It's the only way to
strengthen our nation," and that the only way to aid those impoverished by the old
society is to "Consolidate [my] capital and start a factory" in order to "keep out foreign
goods." Also in the midst of Act One, Fourth Elder Chang, a central character
molded around that of an early revolutionary hero, is violently interrupted by Erdezi,
the hotheaded youth from the local 'Wrestling Academy'; a corrupt organizational front
of government funded muscle. Chang meets Erdezi, an angry young man in his early
twenties, in an exchange of revolutionary dialogue as the boy bullies the elder
customer:
Fourth Elder Chang: "If you want to frighten someone why don't you take on the
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foreigners? They're a tough lot. You're in the governments pay, but I didn't see you
rushing into the fray when the English and French destroyed Yuan Ming Yuan*"
*Yuan Ming Yuan was an imperial garden originally laid out in the 12th century.
Emperor Qianlong set Jesuits to work as architects in building the ornate European
style palaces and fountains. In 1860 during the Opium War, British and French troops
leveled the gardens to rubble and sent the imperial treasures abroad.
Erdezi: "To hell with the foreigners, I'm going to teach you a lesson instead."
This exchange demonstrates Lao She's use of the 'distaste for the results of foreign
intervention' in Chinese affairs; the results of which brought about countless hardships
for most Chinese during the transition period from Dynasty to Republic. The
dialogue also shows the revolutionary position of Chang as he speaks of his trust
within the Chinese people, not the government or foreign powers. His character is
juxtaposed by Erdezi's corrupt frame of mind in the fact that he accepts the bribes of a
wayward government and even worse, is willing to push aside his disdain for
foreigners in lieu of pummeling a fellow Chinese person. Lao She doesn't portray
Erdezi as an enemy; rather, he uses the distraught youth as a symbol of the then
significant minority of confused people willing to do anything to survive the times.
In the transition between acts, the teahouse setting becomes more and more bare,
reflecting the changing times of famine and poverty experienced in Beijing. By Act
Two, all of the other big teahouses in Beijing have closed their doors, unable to shelter
themselves from the domino effect of financial misfortune. However as the play
continues, the Yutai Teahouse remains open, but its appearance and services offered
have been altered. The teahouse setting has changed dramatically as if the old house
were going through its own 'reforms'. The traditional style, carved mahogany tables
are no longer on stage, having been replaced by inexpensive smaller ones draped with
pale green tablecloths. The large traditional painting of "The Eight Drunken
Immortals" and the teahouse's shrine to the God of Wealth have been removed since
Act One; symbolizing a removal of that which was traditional in accordance with the
reforms of the 20's and 30's. The attitudes of the regular patrons and new arrivals of
the teahouse have become more and more solemn; numb to the extreme changes and
unreasonable reforms. Wang Lifa however still remains the steadfast revolutionary in
the face of all that has changed in his locality. Still placing his trust in China and the
people, Wang Lifa goes through an exchange with Cui Jiufeng, a former member of the
legislative assembly now turned Buddhist, which demonstrates Lao She's ability to
echo the revolutionary spirit of the Chinese people through his characters:
Cui Jiufeng: "...The day is coming when China will collapse and we'll all be
enslaved..."
Wang Lifa: "Then why don't you think of something? Do something? To prevent
13
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our

people from becoming slaves?"

Cui Jiufeng: "When I was young I thought I had to save the nation; truly I did.
But now I see things as they are. China is finished - dead..."
Wang Lifa: "Then we must try to breathe new life into her!"

As the play follows the path of history, Act Three opens with the scene of Granny
Kang hastily gathering herself for a long secret journey to the Communist sanctuary of
the Western Hills where the Eighth Route Army is supposed to be encamped and where
her friend Kang Dali is. Granny Kang is a symbol of the type of person who sought
out the Communists in hopes of finding a new life and a new peace, leaving the old
society of Beijing. Kang Dali, the boy that she brought up as her own son, isn't
directly labeled a 'Communist', but rather given to the audience as a 'secret
revolutionary element of the 40's'; those Communists who kept their political
alignment secret in fear of being discovered by the KMT. Dali's character is a
subliminal reminder to the modern day audience of the hardships of the original
Communists. As Granny Kang prepares to flee to the Western Hills she enters this
exchange with the teahouse owner Wang Lifa:
Wang Lifa: "How do you know she [Fourth Aunt Pang], a powerful imperial
mistress won't smash the teahouse.
It doesn't take much to provoke the
'Sanhuangdao Society*'"
*A society of powerful leaders, including KMT officials
Granny Kang: "It's Dali's visit that really has me worried. If anything leaks out,
you've all had it. That's a lot worse then them smashing up the teahouse."
By the end of this exchange, Granny Kang is out the door in search of her new life.
Meanwhile, the cast is reduced to a trio of central characters; Wang Lifa, Qin Zhongyi
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and Fourth Elder Chang-all revolutionaries. They've remained near the Yutai
teahouse throughout its life span, now as the play comes to an end, we find they've
grown quite old, finding a small pleasure in reminiscing about their lives, hardships
and the short fallings they had encountered. The three 'old men' place themselves on
the firing lines of their own jokes as the play closes, lending the past and the rest of the
lives to a good laugh.
Fourth Elder Chang: "...I gathered this bit of fake funeral money after a funeral
procession had passed. I don't have burial clothes or a coffin; but why not at least
gather together a little funeral money for myself?" (Hearty laughter tinged with
despair)
Qin Zhongyi: "Fourth Elder, why don't we scatter your funeral money and pay last
respects to ourselves? - The three old fools."
Wang Lifa: "Good idea! Fourth Elder, come on.
funeral cries."

Shout out some old-fashioned

Lao She not only made a 'master recreation' of the characters and language of the
streets of old Beijing, but also paid painstaking attention to detail with his familiarity
of old Beijing. Teahouse was a play that gave the audience of the 50's a taste of what
the original revolutionaries had gone through. Even if those first heroes, like Wang
Lifa had never carried a gun in direct defense of the country, they still acted upon the
hopes of a better generation when the government and people could unite in peace; as
what happened when the Communists liberated the country. Teahouse employed
'Socialist Realism' in such a way that the audience could easily understand, through set
changes, character centralization and revolutionary dialogue, the plight of the common
man trying to get by in one of the most confusing periods in Chinese history.
At the tail end of the '17-years period' of literature, on April 28th, 1956, at the
enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee, Mao Zedong
suggested that "letting a hundred flowers blossom" on artistic issues and "letting a
hundred schools of thought contend"{1} on academic issues should be the policy that
the Party carry out towards literature, art and science in China. Prefixing the onset of
the 'hundred flowers' policy there was still a great effort in dramatic compositions that
drew material from the years prior to liberation in 1949 in order to give the people
revolutionary lessons in morality and politics. Lu Xingchen's The Soldier Beneath
the Neon Light, just as in Lao She's usage of realism, brought the audience closer to
the common man. This play's specific goal was to echo the government's desire for
internal cohesion during the 50's by bringing to life a story of a group of soldiers who
were about to be engaged unknowingly in a mental war. The drama, set during the
40's, opens as the battalion enters Shanghai's famous 'Nanjing Road' during the
beginning of its liberation.
Even though the Communist army had arrived on the
scene, there were still many evil factions ready to pounce on and corrupt this batch of
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Communists; not by using guns, but rather by mental persuasion-the Party's greatest
fear in the 50's.
In the drama, the central antagonist Ma Chuzhang, bearing the title of KMT
Espionage Director, goes undercover and becomes the mild mannered "Old Kai" by
changing his name and infiltrating the public ranks. Ma is loyal to the KMT and fears
giving up his counter-revolutionary actions, so he fulfills his duty by conspiring to
develop two weapons, one hard and one soft, to be used on his enemies; the
Communists. The hard weapon was a time bomb to be placed in the middle of a
crowded park, the goal of which simply to frighten those into believing that the
Communists had not fully liberated the city. The time bomb is a symbol of a physical
weapon, something tangible and hard, such as a knife or a gun that can be used to
puncture the skin and kill immediately. The physical weapons were things that
soldiers were accustomed to defending themselves against; bombs, land mines, bullets,
etc. the Communist soldiers faced these physical apparitions of destruction everytime
in battle. The soft weapon being 'mental influence' through the usage of the "Bomb
that is sweet on the outside but bitter inside" - best translated in the play's context as a
bomb that 'attacks the mind'- the weapon of persuasion.
The mind bomb was also nicknamed the "Fragrant Wind", a nickname used to
describe the evil weed of Western capitalism that which is unseen and only felt at the
last minute. Ma goes out and preaches, "by letting the red of the Communists step
foot on Nanjing road, within three months society will rot, fester and turn to black."
Ma's goal is to stage a return of the KMT's presence, and he realizes that the ''Fragrant
Wind' has a better, longer lasting effect on his victims. The play emphasized to the
audience during the 50's that mental weapons were more dangerous than physical ones,
something that could penetrate your mind was more explosive than any physical bomb.
Cohesion within the Party was essential and that the audience was to learn from this
play the consequences of those weeds that poison the revolutionary spirit and not the
physical body. The play continues as the heroic Lu Dacheng, one of the Communist
military leaders stands up and charges in defense:
Lu Dacheng: "What battles haven't we won? What bombs haven't we encountered?
Where haven't we been engaged in war?"
All this was true, the Communists had gone through tremendous physical
hardships, but this play gives the audience the impression that Lu Dacheng spoke
without thinking out the true problem-what the modern day weapon was.
One of the
soldiers, Chen Xi, was blown over by the 'Fragrant Wind'.
He falls prey to his own
indecisiveness and takes the position of the 'mugwump', a fence sitter; a wavering
element who cannot make clear the decision on who is the enemy; the KMT or the
Communists. Mao Zedong said himself that "It is possible to have this type of
Communist. An enemy wielding a gun may not confront them, but even though they
may try to retain the composure [reputation] of a revolutionary hero, they can still be
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defeated by a weapon of the mind.
inside]"

[A bomb that is sweet on the outside and bitter

Both Teahouse and The Soldier Beneath the Neon Light were written during a
period when literature was used as a tool to voice the policies of the 50's that were
concerned with seeking out counter-revolutionaries or Rightists.
The need in
"purifying the revolutionary ranks" from as early as 1950 to as late as 1957 reflected a
frightened government that could not effectively control it's population's political
alignment through means other than those brought about by the Propaganda
Department; means that took advantage of the literary and art circles' service to the
people.
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Painting during the 17-years period
"Works for the Revolution"
In literature, the reader is limited by
what can be imagined from the story,
written words persuade those that are
literate. In drama, the audience is visually
aided and easily drawn into the latest
political doctrine, acting out realistic
adventures in a language that the common
man can understand.
In painting, the
more abstract of the arts, we see that the
audience must be given more concern, as
compared to literature and drama, in order
to fully understand the artists' direct
intentions. The use of large brush strokes,
the emphasis on color, the choice of
characters as well as the degree of retention
all had great impact both on the painting of the time and also on the audience.
Red-emphasis and Character choice
Color, a very important aspect of the arts in any country, is something that is given
less emphasis in Chinese literature and drama of this period when compared to the
other senses in different artforms of the same period. The use of color in painting,
especially red, had clearly defined parameters of what it symbolized. The emphasis
of the color red in painting was immense; red being super-imposed with traits of
strength, courage, intelligence, warmth, life and the color that represents the modern
times or rather the 'new life' that influenced so many artists during this period.
The majority of oil paintings of this period employ a sort of 'Norman Rockwell'
realism in the choice of colors and style of stroke. Since a large number of paintings
were themed around war, we see the dark olive drabs of the revolutionary soldiers
entrenched in battle, just as well we see the that the only color of the lighter shades that
stands out the most is that of the Communist's red. It is interesting to note that the
usage of the color black, the darkest of shades, is percentage-wise, not used frequently.
If we look into even the pencil sketches by Xu Beihong, we see that without any ability
to produce color, limited to just using shades of gray, black is a shade that is not
emphasized. Of the lighter colors, red is the most important because when looking at
works of this period one can see that the audience of the 40's and 50's was intended to
consume and act in accordance with the policies of the Communist doctrine; which
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was reflected in color usage
and character choice. For
example, in Zhang Wenxin's
masterwork in oil "Charge
Forward" we see that the red
flag, carried by one of the
central soldiers, contains the
brightest of all colors used.
The other lighter colors in
"Charge Forward" are only
additions of the sun's
reflections on the icy battle
front;
reflections
highlighting the tank's armor,
the twisted metal of shell-struck cannons as well as the glimmer from the expended
shells themselves. The characters in 'Charge Forward' are brought to life as they're
depicted running full stride towards the front; even minute details such as the gun's
strap whipping in mid-air as the soldier carries charges ahead with hand grenade in the
other hand. The character's towering perspective carries them over pitfalls and
slippery ice patches giving this
painting a sense of almost photo-realism.
Another example of one of the more accomplished masterworks depicting war is
that of Li Xiongcai's "The Liberation of Hainan Island". Li, born in 1910 in south
China's Guangdong Province, followed the path that many painters walked during the
20's and 30's; the path of going abroad to learn Western painting techniques. Some of
the more convenient art schools outside of China were located in Japan such as Tokyo's
Academy of Arts. Japan's art and science schools, opened since the 19th century,
hosted hundreds of Chinese students after the 1900's. Writers such as Lu Xun and
painters such as Li Xiongcai both attribute their western influence to having studied in
Japan. Many of the artists who had studied abroad brought back with them art books
and portfolios in hopes of merging the western style realism they had learned with
traditional Chinese realism; as we see in 'Liberation'. Once again, we see that the
most distinct of the brighter colors is the red shining from the flag being victoriously
carried up the lofty smoke shrouded hill. In this painting, black ink was only used to
either outline the soldier’s image or produce the dreary shadows lying in the perimeter
of the portrait itself; never being used as a tool of emphasis.
The characters are
depicted as mounting the hill; a division on top already surpassing the main torrent of
battle, and another small division behind them, not to mention the hundreds of
personnel boats streaming in from the sea, telling the audience that there is no need to
look back; which, as one can see, even though the unmanned enemy cannon is facing
the oncoming soldiers, none them are portrayed turning their heads-giving a taste of
the Communist army's courage and its goal of retrieving Hainan Island.
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Character choice in works of this period was crucial. Depicting soldiers was but
one of the character themes used to bring the audience of the 40's and 50's closer to the
War Era. However, the years following liberation brought about many other forms of
character choice while still retaining the same 'red-emphasis' and realism. In Dai Ze's
"Signatures for Peace," we see workers, mothers and children (symbols of the common
man) gathering around a table donating their names in accordance with a massive
campaign in Beijing to collect signatures for world peace; a joint initiative of the
Stockholm World Peace Conference and the newly formed Republic of China. Here
we see the painting in four partitions. The northwest partition showing blue skies,
one of the more clear days of the year in Beijing; meshed together with the bright
succulent green leaves of summer on the trees in the northeast partition. The
southwest partition shows a table in perspective surrounded by a frenzy of enthusiastic
Chinese people that flow into the southeast partition of the painting; men, women and
children in line, all depicted with faces of concern for world peace.
The table's hosts
are smiling, dressed in the traditional Sun Yat Sen blue uniform, later taken on by Mao
Zedong as the 'Mao Suit'-a fashion trademark of a true Communist.
The Worker
Out of the main characters chosen for
paintings, the worker, alongside that of the
revolutionary soldier, was the most common
to portray in action. Mao's target group early
in the 20's was the laboring masses of Chinese
workers, a group that steered the course of
demographics within the Party's membership.
Glorification of the worker through joyful
representation in painting was an entire
movement during the 50's, a trend that later
funneled itself into the Cultural Revolution era
of the mid-60's. The worker was depicted on
a wide variety of media including posters,
murals, banners, newspapers and even book
covers; scoring a winning move by the
Propaganda
Department
to
assure
communication between the government and
the people.

In the banners we see that gender is not an issue when it comes to decide who is a
'model worker' in art. One of the victories of the Chinese Communist Party was that
of improving women's position in society.
After liberation, women were given more
options for employment; jobs traditionally reserved for men were opened up for female
counterparts. Even in a self-conscious mid-90's Beijing, one can see female workers
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in all realms of public and government sectors. In the banners and murals we see that
the cheery-eyed female worker not only gives the audience a sense of enjoyment
through labor, but also radiates a sense of achievement for the equality that the New
Society fostered.

Color usage in the banners and paintings of this period followed that of the
traditional 'New Year' paintings. The folk style New Year paintings, "as decorations...
they were a sign of light and festive happiness" and therefore, "appropriate to praise
the victory of the revolution as a celebration..."{4} Bold primary colors portrayed
pleasure through hard work.
Larger than life characters in positions of gratuitous
acknowledgment symbolized the entrance of the People's Republic into the modern
industrial age while at the same time showed the joy of the people taking part in
working with the government. The character's body positions go hand in hand with
the particular message that was being promoted at the time. Body positioning that of
a healthy person's proud stance was emphasized to display figures full of the breath of
life. The figures, though they may dangle from mile-high smokestacks or carry the
weight of a week's rice rations on their backs, retain a healthy and strong composure,
thereby promoting vitality and physical prosperity through labor.
Of the more prominent
revolutionary painters, two
stand out as being masters of
Socialist Realism as well as
having conquered the skills
needed in other genres of
painting. Wu Zouren and Xu
Beihong, both of which had the
fantastic
opportunities
of
studying in Europe, they are
people that represent the
handful of artists that brought
their work and their western influence back to China and created new styles of painting
and harvested new opinions from their works. Wu, born in 1908 in the southern
province of Anhui, enrolled in the Department of Fine Arts of Shanghai University of
Arts in 1927. The Shanghai of the 20's and 30's was a center of foreign influence and
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cultural exchange, breeding not only fresh ideas of revolution but also imperialist
repression in one of China's most capitalist of port cities. Wu was recommended by
Xu Beihong to go to Europe to "receive artistic education" in 1929 thereby setting him
up to be a candidate for his professorship at the Central University upon returning to
China. In 1946 he was elected to work alongside Xu Beihong and act as Dean of
Studies for the Beiping State Academy of Arts. (The name Beiping was replaced with
'Beijing' after liberation in 1949) Referring to the said piece, the history follows that,
"on April 23, 1949, the People's Liberation Army captured Nanjing, and the newly
liberated city of Beiping (Beijing) was permeated with a festive atmosphere over the
liberation."{5}
Xu Beihong, a native of China's Jiangsu province, was enrolled in the French
Academy of Fine Arts in 1919 where he began to emulate, through sketches and
painting, masterpieces of European traditional and contemporary paintings as well as
sculptures. His schooling took him to Germany, Paris and back to Shanghai; all these
travels funded by the Chinese government's student's abroad tuition system. From
this Beihong gained not only a great appreciation for western art but also an
appreciation for his own country helping him pursue his desire for painting. From
1927 till 1933 he remained in southern China studying and lecturing until an invitation
from the French State Gallery of Foreign Art took him away to Paris once more.
Beihong's well-rounded experience through his many travels in Europe, Russia, India
and China never altered the pride he held for his motherland nor did it keep him away
long enough to detach himself from the revolution that was going on during the 30's
and 40's.
During an exhibition of Beihong's works in
Chongqing, one of China's early modern art centers,
a high-ranking American army officer took a fancy
to Beihong's "Vultures," which was not for sale.
"Vultures" was a traditional style piece that
employed large powerful brush strokes to show the
power and vigor of this pair of magnificent birds.
Even with the KMT repeatedly ushering large sums
of money to purchase the work as a gift for their
American counterpart, Beihong, "the steadfast
Communist," wouldn't budge.
He absolutely
refused to be persuaded into anything having to do
with the KMT or American aggression in China. "Vultures," a true revolutionary
painting, not by style but rather by election, now resides in the Xu Beihong Memorial
Hall in Beijing. Xu Beihong painted for China, with the money he earned from
selling his works, he used to buy priceless antique Chinese paintings; ones that would
sooner find themselves shipped abroad and into the homes of rich foreigners. Xu,
when asked about his position on realistic art and the enemies he'd made, he replied,
"Ever since I started my art career, I've been abused and attacked I don't know how
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many times!" Beihong came under criticism by using foreign realism as a tool to share
the story of the Chinese people's struggle, but he continued to pace himself in-line with
his pride in China by saying, "I've got to keep in mind the future of our country."{7}
This is the driving thought behind Beihong's collective works.
In 1945 as the nation was jubilant over the victory of the Anti-Japanese war, the
KMT was mustering large amounts of troops in preparation for a swift take over and
defeat of the Communists. Students from the Central University art department
protested alongside those students from other schools who had poured themselves into
the streets shouting "For Democracy, For Peace!" The students from the Central
University organized the 'Mustang Society' to draw cartoons as artistic weapons for
"exposing KMT reactionaries' evil war preparations under the
guise of peace." Xu Beihong was touched by the student's revolutionary spirit and
noted that these cartoons played a "tremendous role in educating and arousing the
masses."{6} In March of 1946, the Mustang Society designed a revolutionary art
forum newsletter to aid in education among others in the art department. This was, at
that time, an illicit affair because it had Communist
yearnings. The page entitled "All political parties and
groups, unite to build a New China," struck Beihong so
deeply that he reached for his ink and brush and quickly
painted the picture of a galloping wild horse and
inscribed the following:
"Specially painted for the Mustang Society to
express the belief that there will be an end both to this
long night on earth and to the boundless wilderness
before us."
Xu's paintings, all done in realistic style with various
choices in characters, reflected his life's experiences and
love for China. Never once did he slow down from
painting, somedays going hungry while sitting in front of
his canvas working for ten or more hours straight. Beihong represented the body of
all the Communist painters, one who not only sharpened his talents, but also gave all
he had to the people. One who painted in a style that the people could gain wisdom
from and could share in the enjoyment of being a part of the glorious nation that had
begun under the guidance of the Communist Party.
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Chinese Music during the Revolutionary and
Liberation Periods (1930's - 1950's)
A Comparative Introduction
We have found throughout the Chinese Revolution and subsequent Liberation by
the Communists, that the art circles provided major support in cementing the Party line
to the popular mentality.
Unfortunately, in my research of music during this
particular time period, I have found little documentation - as far as composer's names,
sheet music, lyrics, recordings -both here in America and in Beijing.
The material I
have gathered I owe not just to my own search, but also to the help of many others in
Beijing and at the University of Texas at Austin.
Sometimes I was able to locate a
song recording that sounded uniquely revolutionary, but with no date to confirm this
and no composer listed to reference, the song would fall easily out of my usable
research material.
For example, there are still songs today being written about the
Long March which happened nearly sixty years ago.[Soldiers of the Long March, Guo
Brothers, 1990] This not only demonstrates the nationalism still felt in mainland
China among composers towards the revolutionary period, but also indirectly adds to
my problem of trying to find resources composed and performed during the actual
revolution.
I feel I should mention that my particular interests in these composers and their
work is based on the vast amount of resources I've had in my personal and professional
relationships with many of the current established composer-musicians of the 1990's.
Pioneers like Cui Jian, Dou Wei, Zhang Chu, and especially Gao Wei have all been my
main influences throughout this research.
I only wish that I could have had the
chance to share this same relationship with some of those old revolutionary composers
and musicians from the Liberation period; most now deceased.
Just as Kipling and
Conrad pushed forward the vehicle of British Imperialism through literature, it is these
composers, both old and new, who pushed forward a united front of revolution in
China with music.
Chinese music during this period, its character well-established by the 1930's, is
profoundly unique and set the latent standard of music performed for decades after the
Liberation period of the 40's and 50's; only to be given dissent with the overwhelming
popularity of pop and rock in the mid-80's.
Compositions during the
Revolution/Liberation period are described as having a distinct Western pomp and flair.
This pomp was maintained throughout numerous coinciding events: A) By way of a
growing influence of Western music found in major trade/port cities such as Shanghai
[even in the 90's Shanghai Jazz is noted for its taste of 20's nostalgia and unchanged
flavor], B) Usage in Western notation and instrumentation such as orchestral brass and
marching percussion, C) Western training [several Chinese composers having been
trained abroad in the various conservatories of Germany, France or Japan since the
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20's], and finally D) The establishment of Chinese conservatories in Shanghai and
Beijing where former Chinese composers of the 20's would later turn into the music
conservatory professors in China during the 30's and 40's.
Dr. Xiang Chen Hallis, a classmate at the University of Texas at Austin has done a
significant amount of research in the field of Chinese Revolutionary Music, focusing
on composers and their histories as well as including both English and Chinese lyrical
music translations; all inside a richly detailed analysis of Chinese Revolutionary
musical composition. I feel quite honored to be able to reference her work as well
as to extend the academic research in this little known, yet fascinating field.
She
confirms that the 'old style' of music which was composed during the turn of the 20th
century as defined by Wang Shu-he (author of Chinese Modern Music History), was
replaced by the "democratic revolution of the 'new style',” and also that this 'new style'
was a reflection of the "foreign intervention [which] made ever greater in-roads into
China."
Dr. Xiang correlates the acceptance of the 'new style' to rising patterns of
not only urban wealth, which "drew many from the countryside," but also the rise of
political factions who used music as a propaganda tool to "further their ideology in
song."
Dr. Xiang maintains that the most notable influence from the West came not
in instruments or in technology, but rather it came pervasive in the form of the School
Song, which provided an "important introduction of [the] basic concepts and practices
of Western music to Chinese masses."
In this view, it was the mass choral structure
and dramatic marching pomp of the School Song that brought Western musical styles
into practice with interest groups advocating political change, democracy and freedom.
The passing of the May 4th movement in 1919, as Dr. Xiang states, sparked a new
echelon of musical conservatories and organizations based on Western standards in
China.
The earliest of these new music organizations was the Beijing University of
Music Research founded in 1919, which heralded membership of over 200 teachers.
Other organizations such as the Beijing Aesthetic Music Fan Association, founded in
1927, dedicated resources in order to hold concerts and train upcoming musicians.
It is these grass roots organizations formed by music aficionados and teachers that set
forth the structure of the more formal schools to come.
Musicians getting involved
in the 'new style' led to the establishment in 1927 of the Shanghai National
Conservatory of Music; the first formal institution for teaching Western music.
Xiao
Youmei, one of the original roving composers who graduated from Germany’s
prestigious Leipzig Conservatory, headed the Shanghai Conservatory.
It is this key timing of the political unrest during the 20's and 30's combined with
booming economic progress that united this new Western style music with various
left-wing political factions.
As more and more of these institutions sprang up in
urban areas, there became a demand within the left-wing factions in these areas, like
Shanghai and Beijing, to utilize this new style for the purpose of spreading ideology.
The whole interpretation of something new and non-traditional was associated with
revolution, and therefore Western style in music became a weapon against the
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traditional Imperialist notions in China at that time.
The Left Wing Music
Movement of the 30's, as Dr. Xiang suggests, "became a focal point in uniting the
patriotic spirit of the War of Resistance Against Japan."
In 1931, as Japan forces
seized Shenyang in an attempt to descend further into the South, patriotic sentiment
grew to a national level and "found musical expression in a salvation mass chorus
movement [the National Salvation Movement]."
All these new movements, organizations and conservatories, revolutionary both in
political alignment and in musical doctrine, set the stage for a major national
resurgence of folk music.
The common man has always enjoyed Chinese folk music
for centuries, generations always passing on their local songs to younger generations.
Major antiquated folk instruments such as the erhu, zheng and pipa are still in use
today throughout a broad spectrum of China's contemporary musical compositions.
It is the distinctly Chinese 'communality' that ties folk music to China's "every man."
Originally headquartered in Shanghai, the Communists began to utilize this
'communality' idea, their strongest weapon: stir the masses by uniting the national
working class.
Workers in China, which must include both the urban laborer as well
as the agricultural laborer, were already familiar with the folk music in their areas.
It is the Communists who took local folk music, collected and gathered specifically for
propaganda, to the people on a national level by installing Local Song and Drama
Groups.
Groups designed to reform traditional music styles and drama practices,
such as Peking Opera, were called in and around the liberated areas to persuade the
masses to think 'revolution' via an approach of 'communality' found through folk
themes that everyone was familiar with and could understand.
Composers played a vital role in developing politically correct, pleasant sounding,
nationally transportable songs.
This is no easy task when much of China, then and
now, is divided internally between various language, cultural and physical barriers.
For a song to be politically useful, thereby successful, it must be carefully structured
and balanced.
One structure was to model a new song after a previously written
Western song's instrumentation, then modify the lyrics; note this does not mean the
lyrics were simply translated, most song lyrics were not direct translations but rather a
complete stripping of the original foreign lyrics overlaid with strikingly different
Chinese ones.
Another structure was to model a song with revolutionary lyrics laid
over previously written or new Chinese folk instrumentations.
Both these structures
proved extremely important to the development of the new musical nationalism after
Liberation when a composer could utilize these two structure-tools in order to both
promote a sense of new rebellion, as seen with the use of Western instrumentation, as
well as to promote a sense of nationalistic 'China for Chinese' as seen with the creation
of revolutionary folk songs.
Composers like Xian Xing-hai (1905-1945) who's Yellow River ballad became
immensely popular for it's generous mixing of Western and Chinese elements, served
as authors of revolution as they transcribed in realistic detail the horrors of war and the
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victory of Liberation. In 1918 Xian attended Lingnan University in one of the more
Western areas ubiquitous throughout Southern Guangzhou.
His introduction to
Western music and art began during his studies at Lingnan where he learned violin and
championed the clarinet, later on earning the nickname "Clarinet King of South
China."
In 1926 he journeyed North to attend the burgeoning Beijing University
Music School, which subsequently was closed the following year therefore leaving him
to make a return trip back to Guangzhou in order to find work and continue his musical
studies.
He eventually graduated from Lingnan University in 1928 and from there
went on to enroll in Shanghai's new National Conservatory; he was of the school's
first class of twenty-seven students.
A year and a half later he was expelled from the
conservatory for attending strikes opposing raises in tuition, which spurred him enough
to travel to France in January of 1930.
In Paris he made a victory for China by
being the first Asian admitted into the Paris Conservatory's composition class, whereby
his abilities earned him much public success and radio play.
He returned to the
political and economic hotbed of Shanghai in 1935 where he got involved in China's
National Salvation Song Movement.
It is at this point in time where we see the seeds of China's future musical history
take root.
Here in Xian's life, he becomes the essence of what we as researchers call
the 'Path of Chinese music during the Modern Period.' Xian, like several others,
define this path by proving themselves first as a musicians studying the new style,
thereby engaging themselves in new instrumentation and new Western musical styles,
finally, they transpose their established musical talents onto new compositions of
political activism.
Activism went one of two ways during the late 30's, a person was
either an underground Communist, or an outright KMT supporter; whichever the case,
a musician in the public eye was indeed politically aligned one way or the other.
For Xian, the Communists took him under their wing in Yan'an where he was
invited to head the music department of the Lu Xun Art Academy in 1938.
His new
patriotic fervor led him to produce songs like February, which contained the
nationalism felt by Communist composers during the Pre-Liberation period:
Step up production, step up production!
Work hard, work hard!
We can overcome this most bitter stage,
Victory is at hand!
It was here in the humble surroundings of Yan'an where, sometimes using unique
homemade instruments, he composed his famous Yellow River ballad. Following its
success he was then admitted into the Communist Party where he was asked by the
Central Committee to travel to Moscow on a request to compose film music.
While
in Moscow, detached from his mainstream job of composing revolutionary songs, he
was able to finish his National Liberation Symphony between the years 1939-1941.
His final revolutionary piece before his death in 1945 was based on various Chinese
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folk styles.
Xian's Chinese Rhapsody contained minority folk elements found in
Northern Shanxi as well as in Southern Guangdong.
Composers during this period with political backgrounds similar to Xian's wrote
songs to mobilize the masses.
Their songs reflected and glorified the common man
and the common soldier fighting either against the KMT or Japan, or both.
Another
composer critical to mention was Nie Er (1912-1935) who wrote several revolutionary
pieces before his unexpected drowning near the age of 23.
His greatest contribution
to the genre of political music was his song March of the Volunteers, which later
became China's national anthem.
March of the Volunteers is a perfect example of
Western pomp and instrumentation combined with Chinese harmonies and lyrics.
His combination assumes a notably eclectic distinction between the two while giving
the listener a taste of the power and energy driving the song itself.
Another of his
revolutionary classics, The Singers Under Iron Hoofs, tells a story of suffering and
hardship felt by a traveling band of female folk singers who have seen China's
destitution and despair during this period:
We sing everywhere to earn our living,
We dance everywhere too.
Who doesn't know our country is in danger?
Why do people treat us like property?
Who would be willing to be a slave,
Who would want to let her homeland fall?
How sad that we, singers under iron hoofs,
Have been so wounded by the lash!
In analyzing this period, one must keep focused on the fact that China had not
always been an abode of national suffering.
Before the Qing dynasty crumbled
China had, objectively speaking, a comparatively long-term stable political climate
with some dynasties lasting hundreds of years.
It is this dynastical long-term
stability that revolution sought to target and modify in order to create an all-China
long-term political era under Communist rule.
When we listen to folk music
produced before the revolution we hear songs reminiscing about the joys of farm work
or the aesthetic scenery on a mountain; no hint of political instability, no hint of mass
suffering.
It is not until the fall of the Qing and the subsequent Japanese invasion
allotted with China's own civil war that we hear of this mass suffering and begin to see
enormous amounts of intellectual energy being put towards revolutionary musical
endeavors.
From the 1930's-1940's we see the development of Chinese music as a reflection
of Western music's own development through the borrowing of instruments, notation,
harmonies and flair.
This was made possible by increased Western presence in port
cities, better economic opportunities for artists in these urban areas, and largely by a
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generation of new composers who traveled abroad in order to study Western music.
By far the greatest catalyst in music's development during this period was that upon
returning home, these composers helped form Chinese conservatories of their own,
specializing in this new style of music while promoting the documentation, archival
and teaching of China's traditional folk pieces. When the Japan/KMT wars were in
full swing, large numbers of these artist-composers were drafted by the Communists
and hence produced vast amounts of martial pieces in order to unite, uplift and
mobilize China's suffering masses against national slavery and political chaos.
These pieces are unique in their blending of Western march style with Chinese
harmonies giving a very robust militaristic feel.
Lyrically the songs spoke of a dark
reality - the intrinsic suffering of helpless millions.
It is here in the bunker of
political turmoil that these composers set the standard of Chinese music for the next 40
years.

Concluding Statements {Part One}
China's torrent past developed it's realistic art. Two consecutive wars on all
fronts, one with Japan and an internal civil war with the KMT, led those few
intellectuals driven by Marxist Socialist theory to form the Communist Party-with a
unified goal of making China one nation under the banner of democracy. As the wars
came to an end and peace began to show itself on China's interior, the victorious
people's Party amassed millions of new members seeking to build a better future for
China. The Central Committee, under the leadership of Mao Zedong, pulled the art
and literary circles together and placed them beneath politics in order to aid the current
'revolutionary work'. The post-liberation revolution that the Party sought to work out
was to rid China of 'Rightist' elements in order to align the people's political opinions.
The artists who were involved in art production during the 17-years period, those in the
natural arts of literature, drama and painting, all pushed themselves to extremes in
trying to educate and mobilize the masses; thereby choosing realism, as opposed to
other genres, combined with the Socialist doctrine as a method of getting the masses
better acquainted with the current political trends. Socialist Realism in China brought
about an era of art that focused on the situations involving the revolutionary soldier
from the 30's and 40's to that of the post-liberation modern worker of the 50's.
Throughout literature, drama and painting, the emphasis on characters, color and the
author's past revolutionary experiences tied this era's art to the policies of the times; the
greatest policy of which was, "To Serve the People"
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10-year period comparison of the arts in China
PART TWO
Years 1985-1995
Introduction:
February 19, 1997. The morning that Deng Xiaoping died, my friend Zhou
called our apartment and asked if Gao Wei or I had a camera.
It was seven in the
morning so I wasn't quite awake and didn't understand why he was so anxious to
borrow our camera this early in the morning.
I asked him why and he said,
"Xiaoping died," and I replied with a worried sigh, "...oh my god...
you're kidding
right?" He wasn't kidding, he had plans to go out and take pictures in case there were
riots. He had shot photos back in '89, so, I guess he wanted another chance. I told
him to be extremely careful, and if at all possible, not to go out at all in fear that he
may get arrested for contributing to possible chaos. After his call, I phoned my office
to make sure things were all right. My boss answered, he already knew.
The whole event, the actual day of his death, struck the country fairly deep, yet
without a major uprising.
Aside from latent anger between the local Uyger
population and the current government; two alleged bus bombs were planted, ten
people wounded, assumed to be a threat toward the latest Beijing policy against riots
for independence in western Xinjiang province.
Deng's death was a surprise to both
the Chinese and foreign communities here in Beijing. Since Deng was a private
citizen before his health turned for the worse, the Chinese media took him out of the
spotlight and focused more of their attention during recent years on the current actions
of Li Peng and Zhang Zemin. Deng was protected by his own resignation unlike
leaders before him who carried their power and nobility till their last days. A large
part of both communities believed that Deng had already died and that this prolonged
three-year term of "How's Deng doing?" was just a cover up for some greater
conspiracy by the CCP. I would have to say that I myself fell prey to this skewed
view and did believe there were some ulterior motives behind the media's silence in
Deng's condition, after all, the big news before his death was that Hong Kong was
about to return to the mainland, not to mention the fact that every time a political
leader in China died since the 70's there turned out to be massive rioting.
Oddly
enough, sometimes followed by some extraordinary phenomena in nature:
In 1976, a once secluded Socialist China saw three of it's founders die; Zhou Enlai,
Zhu De and finally Mao Zedong respectively. The masses arrived on the square to
pay homage to their fallen leaders, unfortunately the sincerity of the masses was turned
into rioting by other central leaders still deeply entrenched in the Cultural Revolution.
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On July 28th, just a month after Zhu De's death, an earthquake completely destroyed
the city of Tangshan killing over two hundred thousand people, despite the
immeasurable losses in lives, some people took this natural occurrence as a sign.
That same year the Cultural Revolution would end with the arrests of the Gang of Four.
The following year China would implement massive reform policies.
In 1989, April 15th, the world watched a new Socio-Capitalist China as the former
Party general secretary Hu Yaobang died, leaving over a span of three months
thousands of workers and students behind on Tiananmen square and elsewhere
throughout Beijing; struggling to make the central leaders hear their voices by writing
big character poems celebrating freedom, democracy and individuality.
The
government sided with the students' views on ridding corruption from the Party and
improving democracy, but when a small minority of the demonstrators began to
advocate usurpation of the current government and negate Deng's current policies, the
military was brought in after Premier Li Peng imposed martial law on Beijing. In
Beijing, even after 7 years since the 'Liu Si' (Tiananmen Riots) two weeks before June
4th and for two weeks after, places in the city that harbor possible anti-government
sentiment go under close inspection and sometimes temporary shutdown (discos, bars,
art exhibits, restaurants); Beijing University, where most of the more explicit
demonstrators came from, undergoes every year a tight security check of all people
entering the campus during this month.
Now, it's 1997, at the time of this writing only a week after his death, it is sad to
see one of China's most respected leaders pass away, and more recently since then I'm
thankful with every passing day that there was no violence. The natural phenomena;
two weeks after his death on March 9th, a total solar eclipse shadowed Northern China,
some people likened the sun's disappearance to the gentle passing of China's last great
leaders and the insurance of change; while others that were superstitious said that it
was a sign Deng had been accepted into heaven. Many people had naturally learned
to admire Deng Xiaoping, I myself knew very little about him until I started living in
China; here one can see that he was a great leader with only one main desire: bringing
up the living standard of every single individual in a country with a population of 1.2
billion people.
Through this single goal flows the delta of China's modernization policies-and if
anyone is to take credit for the current conveniences of life in China, from flashy cars
to foreign medical care, Deng Xiaoping and his outgoing concern for the population
form the aperture from which to look into modern China. Without this polarized
viewpoint, one will become biased and look at China as a 'backward', 'uncivilized',
'third world' country; all the while without realizing every single problem that the
people (not necessarily the government) of China currently face stems from overpopulation and socialism's need for mass equality and homogeneity.
While reading
tbis thesis, and any other material written about China, please take the viewpoint of
someone who understands the difficulties and consequences of diplomatically handling
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this enormous task, not the viewpoint of an uninformed spectator.
Rebound and Reform:
Effects of Deng Xiaoping's reforms on the Literature and Art circles
As early as 1974 we see that the Communist Party of China is on the forward road
of change. In September, Zhou Enlai, Mao Zedong and the CPC decided to redress
the wrongful persecution of He Long (which lead to his death in 1969), former
vice-chairman of the State Council. Two weeks later, China would change forever as
Deng, who himself was once criticized severely by the Gang of Four during the then
on-going Cultural Revolution, was returned to Party service and appointed by Mao to
hold the post of vice-premier of the State Council. Only three months later in January
during the Second Plenary Session held in Beijing, after another of Mao's proposals,
Deng was elected vice-chairman of the Party and a member of the Political Bureau;
Mao also approved Li Desheng's request to be relieved from his post of vice-chairman
(Deng's future post) at that same meeting. Deng's rapid return into the Party during
the mid-70's can't be seen as the point where his reforms began taking shape.
In
1976 (the year of the most drastic changes in Party structure since 1949), amidst all the
confusion associated with the death of Zhou Enlai, even Mao himself later on approved
of the "Resolution on Removing Deng Xiaoping from All His Posts Inside and Outside
the Party."
The schizophrenic political mindset of the Party was typical of the reactionary
attitude set forth by the tail end of the Cultural Revolution during the mid-70s.
Following Mao's death in September, the Party put the Gang of Four into custody.
Unfortunately, it took ten years for the CPC to discover it's own ailment; with
symptoms ranging from under-education to over-centralization. This was what Deng
realized and acted upon. After regaining his former posts in July of 1977, he
proposed that the people and the Party should try and return to the ideals and social
values learned from and practiced during the 1950's. Deng urged the people to
continue studying "Mao Zedong Thought" as well as urging the Party to raise the level
of education among the cadres and general population.
During the summer of '77, the Conference on Enrollment of University Students
decided to resume entrance exams, which had formerly been banned during the
Cultural Revolution. That month, 5.7 million young people across China participated
in these exams resulting in 273,000 students successfully being placed in institutions of
higher education (by 1978, 169 colleges were restored by the State Council). Deng
expressed his desire for those interested in the fields of science and technology to have
"lofty ideals, set high goals and march forward for modernization."
Thus ending a
decade long class war between those in the Party and those labeled as 'intellectuals'.
With education now a key factor in the development of Deng's vision, the Art
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world could re-develop itself and come out of hiding. The first major move by the
Art circles after the Cultural Revolution was participating in a forum held by the
People's Daily, which invited those in the circles to expose and criticize the Gang of
Four's heavy-handed involvements in the control of the numerous Art circles. The
forum stated that "literature and art were not dominated by a sinister line [as was
believed to be during the Cultural Revolution]," and that "undeniably, in the 17 years
prior to the Cultural Revolution, achievements in line with the Party had been the main
aspect of work in literature and art."
Coinciding with Deng's reforms in education came reforms in economics, namely
those proposed by Chen Yun (a high ranking Political Bureau member). In late
March of 1979 he pointed out to the Party that "80% of China's 900 million people
(1979 census figures) were in the countryside" and stressed that,” proportionate
development of the economy would insure the quickest possible speed of economic
reform."
Sheltering his opinions underneath Deng's banner of a 'New China'
allowed Chen's proposals to proceed from these 'actualities' instead of relying on
inflated, skewed data gathered during the late 50's and 60's to please the former Central
leaders. Chen Yun basically reported that China as of 1979 was an economically
handicapped country and that in order to raise living standards the Central government
must initiate their policies from the fact that China was largely an agrarian economy.
Chen Yun stated in 1981 that, "First, the one billion people must be sufficiently fed,
and second, socialist construction must be canted out."
Cadres falsifying 'actual' data and setting
outrageously high output totals for steel, coal
and rice under the guise of 'Marxist spirit' or
'patriotism' caused the Chinese economy to
backfire during the 50's.
Chen Yun didn't
want to see a modern version of the Great Leap
Forward, which starved millions in the late-50s.
To safeguard his economic theory, he suggested
to the Central leaders that, "...one must not think
that only high targets followed the doctrine of
Marxism while low targets were Revisionist
[counter-revolutionary]." Chen Yun wanted all
around support in the economy, but at the same
time wanted to divide and focus on certain areas
that needed rapid improvement. Later that
same week, the CPC Central Committee
established the Financial and Economic
Commission while assigning Chen Yun to the post of minister in which he was to be
"entrusted with the tasks of studying and formulating principles and policies and
deciding on major issues concerning financial and economic work." Thus began the
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foundation of China's economic backbone; borrowing from past experiences and using
open communication as a tool for informing the policy makers about 'actual' problems.

Just as in the rectification campaigns of the 50's, the Party saw again the need to
conduct national social reform through propaganda. The Party even brought back the
'Hundred Flowers' slogan' but with a more open and flexible attitude towards
intellectuals and artists. Deng pointed out that in order to achieve economic
moderruzation China needed "deep going propaganda" to educate and unite the Party
once again. Unlike the propaganda machine of the 50's used for promoting 'self
sustainance' and 'defense from intruders', the machine of the late 70's was used to bring
China out and into global trade participation; where the only wars to be fought were
those in the stock market. The propaganda departments of the late 70's were still
closely tied to the art circles and were therefore used to promote several aspects of the
Party's "New China" policies; which would lay the foundation for the propaganda and
art movements of the 80's and 90's. The departments were required to promote key
topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reform an over-centralized economic management structure
Don't be over-anxious for quick results
Develop mutually beneficial economic/social policies with other countries
Introduce advanced technologies and equipment from around the world

In October of 1979, The Fourth National Congress of Chinese Writers and Artists
was held in Beijing where Deng recognized publicly the efforts and achievements of
China's literature and Art circles. He stressed that the new tasks for writers and artists
during the opening period of the early 80's was to "raise the scientific and educational
level of the nation, promote a rich and diversified cultural life inspired by high [moral]
ideals and advance socialist culture and ideology." He went on to support the
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Socialist Realist ideals of the 50's by saying, "...our art and literature belonged to the
people, therefore writers and artists should try harder to portray and help foster the new
socialist man."
The Party wanted the art circles to aid in sheltering the people from
what the 80's would bring to China-the world's most rapidly developing economy.
The Party itself was going through changes in structure preparing for the next
decade by shifting open posts and titles to younger, more educated cadres who had
proven their worth in studies. In 1982 the Political Bureau of the Central Committee
discussed streamlining state organizations.
Deng made a speech entitled
"Streamlining Constitutes a Revolution," and that if this revolution of internal
downsizing failed, "no support would be forthcoming from the people."
He
respectively asked that "the old and ailing" be retired from service in exchange for
"relatively young people who were energetic and able."
Later that same year the
Party made the "Decision on Instituting the Retirement System for Veteran Cadres,"
which would aid in the promotion of younger, better educated Party members. The
Party even began reviewing the actual Constitution in which "the principle of
preventing the over-concentration of power" would be administered and supported.

As China and its economy began opening up, opportunities for corruption and
mismanagement were on the rise. To combat against such maladies, the Party set up
the 'Commission for Discipline Inspection’, which would oversee policies relating to
internal discipline in light of the New Period. Deng urged senior cadres to "refrain
from seeking personal gain," and to "carefully select successors while paying attention
to people's well-being." The early 80's brought about the first wave of 'Strike Hard'
(Yan Da) campaigns designed not only to fight the subtle increase in crime but also to
ward off the evils of internal corruption. For as long as China's history merits,
resources for the masses in the Middle Kingdom have always been scarce.
During
the 80's came an entire generation fresh out of the confines of revolution into the open
windfall of foreign investment where only those lucky few chosen to take management
positions sometimes saw it as an opportunity to 'take what you can get as soon as you
can get it!!' Even in the 90's resources are still few here in the large cities; people tend
to keep to themselves lending out information only to those within close range of their
own personal connection network; this attitude is also attributed to latent
dissatisfaction of employees inside of lethargic state-owned companies where job
security is weighed in heavier than high wages. In any country undergoing strict
management of resources, political and social corruption creeps out and sometimes
becomes the unspoken method of business interaction.
During the spring of 1982, the Central Committee and the State Council signed the
"Decision on Cracking Down on Serious Criminal Activities in the Economic Field."
This directive reported that the current fight against corruption was much more serious
than that during the 'three evils' campaign of 1952. In order to deal with the crack
down on crime, the Party decided to focus on the 'class struggle' within the economic
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field "under the new historic conditions in Socialist China." By the end of the year
164,000 cases had been filed and of those 30,000 offenders were convicted of engaging
in money embezzlement and bribery at a value of US$4 million; which was recovered
in the aftermath.
The same year as the initial major policies in handling economic crimes were laid
out, the literary and art circles of the All-China Federation held a meeting in Beijing
where they adopted the "Pledge of Writers and Artists." This pledge confirmed
"literature and art [as of 1982] were thriving in both theory and creation," and that, "it
was necessary to improve Party leadership over literature and art." The Party itself
asked the Federation for "greater contributions in building socialist culture and
ideology." Not only Art, but the media world was also put under pressure during the
early 80's. The CPC Central Committee issued the "Directive on the Current Policy
Concerning the Media," which affirmed publicly "the press, radio and television were
important instruments with which the Party carried out ideological and political work."
The Central Committee demanded that the media departments adhere strictly to the
Party line and the current policies.
In China today, one must go through one of the various district branches of the
Department of Culture or the Propaganda Department in order to have something
published or broadcast, going through the Department happens either directly or
indirectly, but it does happen somewhere down the nearby line. Evidence of this
comes in far too numerous forms: As of May 17, 1997, under the guise of "preparation
activities for the return of Hong Kong," all live music events must have permission
from their local Cultural Departments in order to have a concerts. This really doesn't
affect the bands or performers directly, but it affects the venues most acutely.
This
has, for the past decade, created a system that refuses to allow independent music's
healthy development in fear of future hassle from the Department of Culture. As
some would say, a good venue is a quiet venue.
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As the number of artists grew and the technology and reforms to spread media
advanced, the Party's need again for internal cohesion began to creep back in as you
can see in the peak during 1982 {G 5}. After the economy began to improve for the
general population following reforms made in the 80's, then in the art world works that
would criticize the Party or works that were counter-revolutionary did exist as they do
today, but the backlash against such works has mutated; the backlash is now no longer
a direct government reaction as was during the 70's. Nowadays the backlash is in an
economic form; the market structure of the new economy won't allow venues or
galleries to house material that is subversive or material that simply didn't get
permission from the Cultural Department (either directly or indirectly). If they do
house material that is questionable, the venue can be shut down temporarily or silently
run out of business by word of mouth.
During the spring of '96 in Beijing, Cui Jian (who is skill banned from performing
in Beijing) held a concert at the Sunflower Club; a club rumored to have cost over
US$1 million to open, so it was assumed that their connections with government
institutions were well rooted. The concert was not advertised, yet reporters from
around the world showed up as well as international camera crews prepared to capture
images of China's most influential rock musician. Unfortunately, this sort of venue
caters mostly to foreigners and affluent Beijingers; the ticket price that night was
eighty yuan, or around US$10, more than what most people could afford for a concert
even from beloved Cui Jian. Despite the high price and the lack of a large Chinese
crowd, Cui Jian played his set with unimaginable energy leaving behind the words, "I
hope things change...
I hope we can do this again...” After the show the Sunflower
Club was non-violently harassed into shutting down for an alleged three days. Once
again after a six-month hiatus, Cui Jian and the Sunflower Club tried to put on another
show, this time under the headlines of a jazz concert owing to the saxophone talents of
the Liu Yuan jazz quintet. Zi Yue were the warm-up act that opened up the show as
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has been for the past two years, followed by Liu Yuan. Cui Jian later kindly mingled
through the crowd personally explaining to the audience that their money would be
refunded, as he would not get to play that night because of miscommunications with
the Cultural Department.
It's simple mathematics for venue owners; a bar will most likely house a jazz band
and not a heavy metal band.
Without solid confirmation, a bar will absolutely not let
Cui Jian perform unless there's a complete feel of security at the venue.
Galleries
will most likely house traditional paintings as opposed to abstract nude paintings.
In
exhibits featuring nude paintings such as those by Zhang Hongbo if the subject matter
is too explicit, the overseeing committee of the exhibit allows the useage of a
photograph of the painting to be viewed instead of the actual painting itself.
Therefore, certain products from the art and media worlds are only given entry into the
market when certain requirements are fulfilled; the highest being 'Has this product
passed through the Cultural Department?' (the product being anything ranging from a
work of art, a song, an exhibit, an essay). The Cultural Department and its various
branches must adhere strictly to the Four Cardinal principles when over viewing
applications for products into the market. The principles put forward by Deng
Xiaoping after the reforms being:
1. Aiding in the continuation of the Socialist path
2. Working for the democratic dictatorship of the people
3. Following the leadership of the Communist Party
4. Unwavering support of Marxism and Mao Zedong's ideas
China's blazing economy.
The reason behind the backlash mutation
To detail how rapid and large China's economic push has become, note that in
1992 for the first time in China's history, the number of state funded businesses fell
slightly below that of non-state run enterprises, a value of 48.1% to 51.9%; showing
that Deng's fervent policies regarding economic modernization had literally paid off.
In the early 80's, we see that the number of non-state owned enterprises accounted for
less than a quarter of the total economic output for China. From 1980 to the 1992
mark, the mainland experienced a healthy continuous growth of privately owned
enterprises producing increased output totals of around 3 percent each year (this was
the shot heard round the world, China 'fever' some analysts called it). China's
growing economy wasn't growing, it had exploded exponentially, resulting in a mad
rush for the cities to open businesses no matter how smal1 or how trivial, on the black
market or not. In 1993, the capital scooped up by the privately operated sector
registered 45.29 billion yuan ($5.6 billion US), a whopping 225% increase over just
the previous year's total.
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This rapid increase doesn't come without it's own price. Unlike previous years,
1993 saw the registered capital blow sky-high while the average number of employees
per company actually decreased from 14.4 to 13.8-illustrating that companies had
learned to cut costs and eliminate unnecessary labor expenses. Waging war in China's
competitive market economy has cast its laurels as well as its blows to the private
sector 10% of newly opened business fail completely, while 30% are left in a stance of
survival. Of the ones that turn out even small profits 40% are left to play the market,
while 20% of all private businesses make considerably large profits. Why is the
private sector so important to the state-run sector? During the first 14 year period after
China's economic reforms (1978-1992), the position of the state-run sector has shifted
from hastily investing in itself, to investing and recycling funds through the natural
selection of the private sector; this has resulted in a gross total tax collection of 95
billion yuan ($11.9 billion US) given to the state, an average approaching $1 billion
US per year, funds absolutely necessary to a developing country.
Join or not to join?
The job prospects for the youth of the 90's
How has the economy affected the youth's society of post-1993? The China
Foundation for Reform and Research stated, "Since the government economy formed
previously is still functioning in today's economy, neither social development nor
people's livelihoods can do without it." This very fact gives the youth of the recent
generation of high school grads several roads to travel when making plans for their
future financial security. One road that is continuing to devolve is to work within the
state-owned sector, such as becoming a teacher or joining a state firm involved with
the modernization process (i.e. engineering, law, media, sanitation). These jobs don't
have the rouge glimmer they once had, they're openly described as being boring but
very secure, usually complete with housing and a long-term contract; essentially
they've been tarnished by other routes with more economic thoroughfare.
Another route is to work for a company in the ever-expanding sea of private
enterprises; most of which are department stores or simply 'product outlets'. This
usually means that for the recent high school graduate the job requires minimal skill
because there are basically so many employees in these small companies; labor is still
very inexpensive therefore responsibility is communally spread out to such a degree
that it actually hinders service in some cases. Those who've not attended college
wind up in jobs such as this, in 'product outlets' becoming part of a group of service
clerks that may write receipts all day then pass them onto the group that run the cash
register. The salaries paid to these employees, for example in Beijing, range from a
minimum of 400 yuan per month ($50 US) to an average of 1000 yuan per month
($120 US). A college graduate will earn a much higher salary, usually three to four
times above the average and possibly land a decent housing opportunity in the contract.
Even this is becoming slim in the competitive climate of the 90's. With large
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numbers of college grads pouring into the workplace, few have had real-world job
experience of any kind. Ever since high school the average Chinese student has never
held a job because the focus on studies outweighs the need for money; it's the sheer
volume of students that creates an incredibly competitive condition in education.
The third route is to aim for starting one's own business; this route in any country
under any economic restructuring is extremely difficult. However here in China
starting a new business is the name of the game. In the larger cities, young people
growing up in the information age has resorted to starting technology businesses such
as running a computer shop or selling memory chips in massive tech-markets.
Unfortunately, the majority of those with the financial and networking ability to start
companies are those within ages upwards of 40 years old. It may not mean they have
money, rather they have the ability to get it, and they have the desire to keep large
portions of what they get which leads to a small core of managers becoming extremely
wealthy when compared to the employees who continue to get paid the acceptable
minimum. With few inviting options, the youth are confronted with joining the
system or not. Most see it as a necessary burden to cope with, accepting the fact that
they won't get paid much and that the job won't be that fulfilling. Others feel the need
for finding their own niche, and will wait out on their parent's budget until something
better comes around; there's a fair size of high school and college grads just waiting for
something to come their way. Call it lazy or call it a lack of opportunity, the fact is
that the general youth populace is entering a boring yet explosive job market.
Conclusion I
Economic History and Social Influence
All these factors just within the past decade (the relaxation of restrictions and the
reciprocal government pressure, social taboos, economic growth and foreign awareness)
influence the survival and creativity of the art world in China today. With everyone
in such a rush for making money, and with government policy advocating the rush, it
seems that cultural events have been left in the dust, or thrown out the window
altogether. When viewing Hong Kong and its economic prosperity, mainlanders see it
as a cultural desert amidst towers of international money powerhouses. When
looking at their own economic situation, they've not forgotten their history (be it
traditional or revolutionary) and the past hundred year's struggles. That struggle is
what keeps the art circles alive and in the public's conscience amidst the mainland's
own cultural desert; it's that same struggle that makes the product of Chinese art such a
unique contribution to international arts on the whole.
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Mainland Music
David and Goliath;
Alternative vs. Pop music world
What moves people nowadays?

Why are the youth so bored?

Reflecting back on the first part of the
thesis, my hypothesis was that the Art world
was driven by the politics of the time, and that
era demanded that the Art be brought to the
people due to the need for homogenous party
cohesion (which can be seen qualitatively
through the policies). Also, in my opinion,
painting at that time as used in propaganda, was
one of the most effective forms of non-verbal
communication between the government and
the masses. Painting using Socialist Realist
techniques had the ability to create immediate
emotion in people. A person viewing a realist
painting can immediately detect the message,
interpret it, and act upon it. On the other hand,
literature and drama seem to lack the same
velocity in detection, interpretation and
audience reaction that the Chinese government seemed to need at the time during the
period of liberation. Taking this view of the China of the 40's and 50's and comparing
it with the China of the 90's, accounting of course the increases in technology and
China's opening reforms, that which causes most immediate emotion and that which
has the effect of creating change among people has shifted to music.
Music's usurpation as the motor force behind changing a generation of young
people is easily visible. Not to down play the major roles and talents of painters and
writers, but most people aren't moved by the latest Su Xinping works in oil; the
majority of people are moved by music here.
"I first started to understand things from music. Cui Jian was tbe first person that
introduced rock and roll to me. His music was fast, exhilarating, exciting, but most
importantly were his lyrics, they made you think, open your eyes and ask questions,
they changed a whole generation, my generation. The first time we ever heard
distortion in guitars was from Black Panther (Heibao), and that was incredible back
then! The heavy sound brought out a new vibe for our generation. After the music
came the books. I began reading a lot of stories and poetry both foreign and Chinese.
As for other things like paintings or movies early on, when I saw the Chinese movies
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of the mid-80's I honestly didn't understand what they were trying to get across, I was
too young, but as more and more came out such as Judou and Raise the Red Lantern,
and as time went on I became aware that they were really controversial; but,
nevertheless, music was the thing that moved me the most..." (Gao Wei, lead singer
for Underbaby)
As cultural differences would merit, Chinese people
interpret music differently. Most Westerners take music
for granted on the average, engaging in a song if the beat
is snappy or if the lyrics are catchy, Chinese people on
the average seem to put more weight on the singers vocal
ability. "If the singer has a pleasant voice, Chinese
people will like it...” a friend in the music industry once
mentioned. This statement couldn't describe the situation any better; you'll see
evidence of this in any active karaoke bar dotting East Asia; people singing their hearts
out to the latest hits. For the Chinese it's a pleasure to sing, in the open or in private,
the movement of the song is in the motions of the individual's vocal ability, the lyrics
are there to be maneuvered and not changed. The average Chinese person sees real
talent coming from those whose voices are uplifting, full of strength and sometimes
patriotic. I would see the importance of vocal ability compared to the American
lounge music of the 40's and 50's when a song could be released two or three times by
several different performers with different vocal emotions in each. Was it Frank
Sinatra's or Johnny Mathis's version of "I Did it My Way" that the public liked better?
Really, it doesn't matter, the point is that the vocalist was the focus, not the song, the
lyrics went unchanged and therefore the song becomes neutral.
Chinese vocalists represent their gender clearly and unmistakably. For example,
you won't hear a female vocalist grind her voice like Joan Jett or Janis Joplin. 99% of
female Chinese vocalists sound stereotypically 'female' with high-pitch voices,
carrying delicate lyrics several octaves upwards (some female vocalists borrow from
the Peking Opera style of singing, a high-pitched style with extended wavering tones
near the end of words). Male vocalists are typically 'male' with bold, heroic voices;
not necessarily deep or low toned, but full of power and direction. Both these styles
combine to make a very 'correct' sound that can be reproduced in karaoke parlors, but
most importantly it's a sound that the general public can relate to, agree with and act
upon.
Lyrics; a brief introduction
As in all music lyrics add another dimension to the emotion that captures the
audience, but in the P.R.C. they're especially important. A general truth in music is
that some people will openly admit that some songs don't sound that good, but the
lyrics were astounding. The majority of popular songs here in China are of course
love songs with lyrics like those in Fly Together (Shuangshuang Fei), a very typical
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mainland pop song:
(Female vocals) Kites fly high, the birds chase clouds,
(Male vocals) Mountains can't be separated from the rivers,
(Female vocals) Dreams can't be separated from the heart..
(Together) Today let's fly away together into forever
In the large majority of Chinese modern pop lyrics the rustic feel of nature
imposes feelings of love, sometimes the typical 'Heaven and Earth' reference are used,
but more often than not references to large natural objects like mountains, the sky,
wind from any of the four cardinal directions, and far too many examples to mention.
In contrast to Western pop songs about nature were forgotten along with Haight Street,
where now the feel of a Chevy 350 engine might bring about emotion like in Patti
Labelle's smash pop hit 'Pink Cadillac' with, "plush leather seats, cruisin' down the
highway... etc."
Following the coattails of mainland pop, Chinese minority folk songs play a large
role in the make-up of hits like, Kangding Lovesong (Kangding Qingge) a Mongolian
love song about the mystical beauty of the Kangding grasslands. Hundreds of these
folk songs have been re-released accompanied by synthesized beats and grunge guitar
riffs; hoping to market traditional culture and package it in a new way for the 90's
generation of teenagers and karaoke club goers. With the reforms and retrospect of
the 90's, those political songs of yesteryear are a thing of the past. The political songs
are only seen on daily television soap operas about the Anti-Japanese/KMT wars.
These songs are no longer 'hits' as the billboard charts would reflect although there are
ample supplies of electronically revamped and synthesized liberation hymns from the
40's and 50's available.
Lyrics in most Chinese songs, as in Chinese poems, aren't simple phrases slapped
together to rhyme unlike in Western music. Most songs in modern music require
rhyming words at the end of a line, not to mention the rhyming line has to make sense
with the previous or next line. However, within the natural structure of the Chinese
language this is extremely difficult because one character usually has several meanings
or it could have classical references. In order to make things rhyme and make
contextual sense one has to go fairly deep into the written language and search for
alternate meanings in some characters. This is what causes so many headaches within
the younger generation of music listeners. They're looking for something simpler in
music especially in the lyrical sense. Whereas the older audiences seem to appreciate
the usage of deep lyrics, they see it as a move forward towards cultural realization in
the market mind-set of the 90's.
On particular occasions within the music industry, words must be changed in order
to suite the tastes of the Cultural Department. For example when Wang Yong, one of
the 'original rockers' and former Cui Jian band member released his own cassette under
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Magic Stone Records, their was a lyric that originally went: "If you make me rebel, I'll
send your mother to hell!" After recording the lyric and sending it off for approval
(which on the mainland is required for any and all lyrics published), the same line was
changed to "If you make me rebel, I'll marry your mother!" In order to get it through
the inspection, only one Chinese character was changed; the homonym 'qu4' (a
prominently used way to curse someone) was re-written as 'qu3' (a commonly spoken
phrase for marriage). Another example from this time from the punk band
Underbaby who wrote "Take my burning blood and shit, fling it on the flag!" This
reactionary lyric would never make it through the first level of inspection and I myself
am even surprised they were allowed to record it without running into major hassles at
the studio. After some brainstorming by Jia Wei of Magic Stone Records, the line
was changed to "I'll cast an argument to the national flag!" Once again, two homonyms
were changed. 'da4bian4' (the noun openly used for human excrement) was
re-written as 'da2bian4' (a phrase rarely spoken but used to mean 'query' or bring a
result to a question).
The Other Market;
Rock & Roll, Heavy Metal bands give birth to an 'Alternative' in China
In the 80's we saw the birth of Chinese rock & roll and heavy metal. For fifteen
years these two genres are seen as the dominant 'other' market of popular music on the
mainland. During the early-90's we see a new dominant figure with the birth of
mainland 'alternative' music. Early alternative music on the mainland was a result of
several factors:
-

A younger generation dissatisfied with performing the former generation's
music
Better availability of imported electronics such as mixers, keyboards and drum
machines
Better availability of early 80's and 90's foreign alternative music on the black
market

The latter, the power of Western alternative music influence, was the greatest
factor of all. Even Cui Jian said, "If Western music is like a flood, then Chinese
music is like a knife." Since the mid-80's, Chinese rock and pop music went
unchanged as Cui kept singing his patriotic ballads and Tang Dynasty kept up the same
fervor in the heavy metal sphere. Meanwhile, China's social climate, as well as the
younger generation's tastes and desires changed dramatically due to A) the opening
reforms,
B)
improvements in international relations, C)
more advanced
technology being introduced into the mainland, D) as well as simple communication
between Chinese people on the mainland and abroad. Through the following
alternative bands and their stories, one can see the future of modern musical history
that bases itself on initial influence from the West spanning forward into
self-developing genres of inherently Chinese music.
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The following bands reviewed in this thesis as of August 1997 include: Catcher in
the Rye, Underbaby, 69, Maomaoqiong, Hongshaorou, Shou Ren, Ye Haizi, Metal
Factory, West, The Fly and Zhang Qianqian.
Catcher in the Rye, C.I.R. (Maitian Shouwangzhe)
Xiao Wei - vocals, Su Yang - drums, Liu En - guitar, Da Le - bass

This four member band, named after the J.D. Salinger novel, fills the void that
every music scene throughout the world has--a gaping division between rock and roll
and punk. Call them alternative rock if you will, with occasional spiky fast-paced
rhythm overlaid by placid, happy-go-lucky vocals. Regardless of how one would
label them, they are an incredibly tight sounding band. Once former graduates of
Beijing's Poly-Technical University, C.I.R. started out in 1994 blazing their own path
in China's miniscule alternative rock scene. The following year a departure away
from the tail-end wake of China's musical greats like Cui Jian, Zhang Chu and Cobra,
led C.I.R. to play their own gigs at some of Beijing's largest (Poachers Inn, Sai Te,
Club X) and smallest rock venues (Angel 's, Here and Now, Keep in Touch). C.I.R.
have established themselves well within both the rock and punk scene; in fact they
were one of the major headliners of the very first 'Punks not Dead' show celebrating
China's Youth Day on May 3rd, 1996--an attempt to promote punk and alternative
music in the capital (promotion by Pangaea and Sickboy Productions).
Some of their major influences include early Jesus and Mary Chain songs, the
Cure, Sex Pistols and U2. Every single song title holds the title of a book, but, the
lyrics don't necessarily have anything to do with the content of the novel.
"Landscape", one of C.I.R.'s best songs about a magical day spent in de ja vous. "On
the Road", title inspired by the original beat novel by Kerouac, is one of C.I.R.'s
slowest yet most requested songs about walking around the city. Go to any of their
shows since 1996 and you'll here dozens of young Chinese screaming, "play On the
Road!"
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C.I.R.'s music comes across not at all pessimistic, but rather full of hope and full
of peace. A direct result of Xiao Wei's child-like vocals and lyrics that grasp realism
as opposed to abstraction (another characteristic of Chinese alternative rock music), the
whole time not sounding poppy or ignorantly happy. A well-balanced mix of
pounding drums and meandering guitar flange make Catcher in the Rye a joy to watch
and a joy to listen to, not to mention a band to look out for. Their sound could easily
hit the international scene and be successful, if it could only market itself successfully
in Beijing first. Currently, C.I.R. is planning to record a 10-song album sometime in
May, with hopes of getting it out early. They say it might be available in stores as
early as July but from my experience I've learned not to trust the label's estimated time
of release. During the time of this writing, their lead guitarist went to South China on
call for a job and plans later on to go to Los Angeles to do his masters in computer
science. Rumors went around about a breakup, but they replied, "It's all lie, big lie!!"
Underbaby (Dixia Yingr)
Gao Wei - vocals/guitar, Gao Yang - drums, Hao Ker-bass
The first time I saw these guys
was at the 1996 Kurt Cobain
memorial concert at the Solution
Pub; a small place cropped up
against the liberal arts kingdom of
Beijing University. I remembered
how they barged right in after the
headlining band (Xie Tianxiao)
finished, picked up the guitars and
drumsticks then played a set so
smooth it caused panic in the
adjacent alley. Literally, during the
show there were a dozen kids and
adults outside from the surrounding
neighborhood with their hands and
faces plastered against the window
staring at this new sound that wasn't
heavy metal and wasn't karaoke.
That was last year, and that sound
was
mainland
China's
most
thought-provoking punk band, Underbaby. Led by their singer, Gao Wei, Underbaby
has taken the vanguard in not only performing punk songs, but also taking a key role in
developing the punk scene here in Beijing. Their former place of residence, #39
Baihua Hutong, the small two room flat inside the Baihua alley in central-city
Xinjiekou, was a major factor (it was 24 hour rehearsal space with all the equipment)
in developing bands such as '69', West, Zhang Oianqian and the Metal Factory. On
any given day you could find a group of young Chinese indie brats (young independent
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musicians) practicing or discussing their latest musical revelations. This was usually
over beers, fried rice and widely available hashish. Unfortunately, with a constant
crowd of strangers in flux, Gao Wei and Gao Yang decided they'd had enough with
baby-sitting the city's punk scene. They moved out, and now Baihua is currently up
for grabs; however, one piece of Baihua remains, a plank of corkboard with "I only
have music" (Wo zhi you yinyue) written in helter-skelter black Chinese letters, signed
by Gao Wei--this piece now hangs in Gao Wei's new apartment.
Now living on the north central side of Beijing, Gao Wei moved in with an
American friend and formed, unexpectedly, a new punk development zone 12 floors up
in one of the common high-rise apartment blocks that sprinkle large Chinese cities.
This new apartment proved a dramatic improvement in living arrangements compared
to the Spartan, yet communal surroundings at Baihua. With newfound solitude,
Underababy as a band has been able to focus on recording it's latest 3-year collection
of songs, numbering over 20. Underbaby, with their original bassist Zhang Ningzhan,
were the lead developers in forming the first 'Punks not Dead' concert at the Sai Te
Club-this show led to their first encounter with Taiwan's largest rock and roll music
label, Magic Stone (a company that supports mainland rock bands both by financial
and promotional means; as well as recording world music to be marketed in Asia such
as Mickey Hart--the second drummer from the Grateful Dead--his latest album.).
Despite several technical failures in
the performance (because Sai Te is set
up strictly for fashion shows and
karaoke, not rock concerts), Jia Wei,
Magic Stone's Beijing representative,
signed them that night because as he
recalls, "they were a small band with so
much to say." After the contract was
signed, the band went into a two month
hiatus because the bassist had ditched
out for jazz, leaving them to search for their new one, and Hou Ker was it. Hou Ker
has been in and out of the Chinese music industry, currently playing bass for three
bands including Zhang Chu, the band Compass (one of the original rock bands during
the late 80's early 90's with female vocalist Luo Qi). Even with the new bassist, the
band, mainly Gao Wei, was still in a state of standstill. Not many shows, no new
songs, no action. Gao Wei, fed up with all the confusion at Baihua, ventured by train
down south to Nanjing and hosted a radio show, getting the word out that Beijing's
punk scene, albeit small, was slowly developing.
In May '96 they recorded their first demo with Magic Stone, a collection of around
10 songs written since 1993. This demo got them prepared for recording their first
single, "All the Same," to appear on Magic Stone's compilation "China Fire II." "All
the Same" has roots from several punk influences such as Sex Pistols, the Buzzcocks,
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and the most obvious early Nirvana within the chorus 'Dou shi yi ge yang'. Like most
of their songs (all written by Gao Wei), "All the Same" is a criticism of the youth's
position in 90's Chinese society with lyrics (Change my world, then look into myself)
that attempt to expose problems and offer solutions to a generation that is sprouting up
in an economically centered environment. Another one of their songs, "Forgotten
Generation" inspects the more personal levels of society with lyrics like:
"no place for us to open our minds, no place that's clean and pure, teachers don't
respect our way of thinking, our parents don't like us this way either..."
The rhythm of this song is pure Underbaby. Originally recorded as a much
slower song at Baihua in '95, the band brought it up to speed injecting into it a riotous
bass tone and fast-paced pounding drums all underneath Gao Wei's style of
singing--complete indifference to who's listening or who's watching, eye's staring into
space, head wandering around, slurring his lisp on occasion as his pent-up emotion
forces the words out.
With no mass exposure to music other than mainland Chinese karaoke (a basically
invertebrate socialist distortion of Cantonese karaoke), Gao Wei as well as others in the
alternative music world in Beijing believe that this generation of mainland Chinese
youth (ages 17-25) are suffering from the inability to differentiate between personal
freedom and government agenda. To illustrate this concept, Gao Wei, once spurred
on by a discussion in religion went on to describe someone who, even as spiritually
fulfilled as a monk follows a doctrine and by analogy were to live inside a temple for
his entire life. This monk, a representation of the common person in China, would
never have a sense of self because they would be forever pinned within the confines of
historical taboos and a socialist run doctrine that neither currently allow boisterous
individualism due to the population problem and/or general prejudice. This is Gao
Wei's mission within Underbaby; to promote a sense of self and to persuade a
non-sequitor lifestyle among listeners.
Underbaby, by their style of music
and choice of lyrics define themselves
as mainland Chinese punks.
The
original members of Underbaby were
the ones who in 1995 created the first
division of punk following the fervor of
alternative rock bands on the
mainland--I personally believe they are
the base from which five years down the
road other Chinese punk bands will
expand upon (if Gao Wei doesn't commit suicide anytime soon). Just like their
well-respected Chinese rock and roll predecessors such as Cui Jian, Dou Wei*, He
Yong, Tang Chao and Cobra; all of who in the mid-to-late eighties formed the base for
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the 90's Chinese alternative music scene. Underbaby and Gao Wei will continue to
produce music for punk's sake, playing shows for beer, looking for new venues,
searching for a way blast open the minds of the youth in China.
*Dou Wei is actually the person
who first did 'punk' style music in
China; he started the first punk band
in '92-'93 called Dream, which got
dissolved in a single year for drug
busts. Dou Wei went on to do more
(and better) solo alternative work. I
personally don't count Dream or Dou
Wei as founding the punk scene on
the mainland, I count it as musical
experimentation because it wasn't long-lasting.

Sixty-Nine, 69 (Liushijiu Yuedui)
'Pete' Liang Wei - vocals, Li Peng - guitar,
Gao Yang (of Underbaby)- drums, David Stokes - bass (Australia, bass from
August '96 to February '97), Tian Yu - bass (from March '97 to the present)
69, a band formed in August '96 one
night at Angel's when after the headlining
rock band finished their set, Pete and Li
Peng hopped on stage and immediately set
out to I play a couple of their own songs
without a bassist or drummer. But, as
always at Angel's, there's a constant pool
of willing volunteers when it comes to a
likely jam session. That night, David
Stokes, a self-taught Australian guitarist with far reaching punk roots, jumped in with
those two Chinese strangers to substitute for bass; never having really played bass in
his life. From that day they kept David on call and began rehearsing at Baihua with
Gao Yang playing drums. That was the birth of '69'. Their first few songs were
rehashed versions of slower acoustic songs Pete and Li Peng had written in 1994.
Songs like the dreamy "Wind from afar" (Yuan Feng) written by Li Peng, and the more
angsty "I Don't Care," written by Pete. Gao Yang's drum support, Li Peng's racy
guitar, Pete's abominable (and often too lengthy) vocals, combined finally with Stoke's
deep punk background and roaring bass; '69' turned into, for a short period of time
(say about 3 months) the most explosive punk band in Beijing, perhaps mainland
China. Every show turned into a brawl with Stokes and Pete both drunk, kicking over
mike stands, spitting beer and throwing broken bottles into the crowd, making sure that
if the crowd wasn't sweating, they'd be drenched in bruises or booze.
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One show turned into an awesome fiasco as '69'
played the Youth Palace Disco, a place reserved for
teenagers to bump hips with karaoke singers who
didn't make it playing the bigger discos. That night
the audience quieted down as 'The Metal Factory
Boys' did their first major show in public, introducing
a couple of their Ramones-esque songs done in
Chinese like, "Hey girls, come over, we need you," as
well their other love lorn hit, "...today we don't have
girlfriends, tomorrow we won't have girlfriends,
yesterday....etc.." They were full of energy that
night, but '69' was waiting in the background. So
was Li Bin, Cui Jian's performance manager; the guy
behind the whole setup at a venue as strange as a disco was all his doing. Li Bin had
no idea what he was getting into that night. '69' came on, Pete and Stokes were
already drunk and as they played. Starting off with some hardcore from their musical
armory, they got booed from all corners of the disco. That's when Pete blew his top,
screaming at the teens in the balconies, cursing their entire family lineage since the
Song Dynasty.
Regardless, like good punks, the show kept going on one brutal song after another.
Finally the climax had come to fruition, one of the band's American groupies had
stolen the torso of a female mannequin earlier that night and placed it as a shrine on
stage; perfect for Pete to punt into the crowd smacking several unaware students in the
face. (A year later that same mannequin would be completely destroyed in 'The Great
Rock and Roll Swindle' concert of August 1997) This little skit began a small fight
within the crowd, which brought out the disco's security onto the stage to guard Pete
from tossing any more stuff into the crowd. Which in turn further brought Li Bin to
guard against the disco staff and his money-making opportunity. In the end the show
was ruined for the night. The Youth Palace Disco since then, a year ago, has not had
another rock performance one rock concert promoted by Zhang Youdai Records on
April 8th 1997. This was in remembrance of Kurt Cobain's suicide with 500 people
in attendance. The Youth Palace Disco is a joke in the music world here, laughed at
by those who were there that first performance with '69'. There was nothing to gain
that night by causing a small riot, but that's the breaks with '69', as Pete says, "it's just
the way we are!"
Their story is best phrased, "...a candle that burns twice as bright burns half as
long..." '69' came to an abrupt end when David Stokes had to return to Melbourne for
various academic reasons. The band dissolved soon afterwards. Before David left
however, they managed to get around 7 songs fully rehearsed. The Beijing alternative
crowds revered songs such as "Revolution", a parody on a once-popular Cultural
Revolution song with a sarcastic happy-go-lucky hum chorus; as well as "Rock and
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Roll with Chinese Characteristics" (Zhongguo teside yaogunyue) which takes a
merciless stance against Chinese 'poster rock' or 'glam rock' ruthlessly cursing all the
creators and followers of this genre. A month after Stokes' departure, Pete and
Lipeng deputized an old childhood friend as their new bassist and began rehearsing in
their hometown of Langfan, not far from Beijing. (The agricultural city of Lang Fan
coincidentally also pumped out Lao Wu, Tang Dynasty's original lead guitarist.)
About a month after a couple of sober rehearsal sessions, '69' was ready to resurrect it
and take a stand at the Here and Now Bar. But even with all of their Molotov
enthusiasm, without Stokes' blasphemously rowdy stage presence, it wasn't and still
isn't the same band. '69' is still around, but they're waiting for David Stokes to return.
As of May 1997, with the June 4th Tiananmen anniversary lingering about for the next
month, '69' as a band has developed a lot better than times before with several new
songs such as "Long Live Punk" and "The LaLaLa Song". Pete graduated with an
advertising degree from the prestigious Beijing University on May 18th and had to
return his student I.D. No more discounts, no more excuses. He now stands among
the millions in indecision about the job market and personal happiness.
Brain Failure
Mike Tu Qiang-bass/vocals, Xiao Rong-guitar/vocals, Li Peng (of 69)-drums
As of 1997 Brain Failure is
billed as Beijing's best young punk
band with members no older than
17.
Their story of getting
together is actually not that
unexpected.
Mike and Xiao
Rong both attend the same high
school, the same one in which
Deng's grandson attends. Mike
bumped into Xiao Rong one time
at a shop and they ended up
talking about their shared interest
in Nirvana; that's how it began. Xiao Rong showed up at the 'Punks not Dead II'
show at the Here and Now bar and asked if his band could play. The producer
cheered, "Of course," but Mike wasn't available. Their original drummer got ditched
in exchange for the multi-talented Li Peng who has so far championed the three
essentials of rock and roll: guitar, bass and drums.
Their songs are ripe with political stabs like in "Anarchy in the P.R.C." which was
based wholly on the Sex Pistols "Anarchy in the U.K." Xiao Rong is a little known
genius in my opinion. He seems autistic or slow, but to those that are around him
constantly, we notice that he's extremely intelligent and thinks of things at much deeper
levels. Much like a child fixating on an object, Xiao Rong fixates on his outside
environment and writes about it.
His genius comes out in "Laugh Cry" which is a
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song where he invented a laughing cry that makes logical sense if one were to invent
such a sound. Mike on the other hand studied in America for several years as a
teenager before returning to Beijing. This gives him the ability to fluently mix
English into their songs, driving their point across with any crowd. Brain Failure also
exhibits a very adolescent angst in the lyric choice. These are high school kids and
they're not afraid or ashamed to sing about high school problems as in their song
"Doing Time" which is about the usual friction between students and teachers in high
school. China's homogeneity makes life in school so difficult for these misfits, but
this has become a strength for them in which they express eloquently through the punk
medium.
The Catepillar Band (Mao Mao Qiong)
Members of Catcher in the Rye and Cobra,
featuring Fu Qiong--additional vocals
An intriguing arrangement
of musical interest, with a not so
unexpected arrangement of
people.
The members of
Catcher in the Rye minus the
guitarist Liu En, all combined
with
Cobra's
saxophonist,
guitarist
Xiao
Nan
and
keyboardist to form a eight
member band that played
nothing but Cure cover songs--spanning two decades of the British New Wave
pioneers' music. Originally formed in December '96, the group held their first show
at Here and Now, playing amidst an invited audience who had no clue how this
collection of Chinese rockers could sound so much like the Cure. When Fu Qiong
would sing and dance, it was as if Robert Smith's lost Asian brother was on stage. All
he needed was a dirty old pair of Reeboks and the two would look identical.
The first couple of shows were introduced with a mission statement of 'respect'
and 'love' for the Cure's entire collection of material, unfortunately the Chinese
audience that normally attended the shows had little exposure to the Cure's music.
The majority of those listening to the show couldn't really get into the English lyrics or
message, so of course sometimes the band did get away with playing covers and
having them come across as original work by Maomaoqiong. The bottom line is that
it sounded great and made for some great crowd participation-everyone happily
dancing around, completely random--rarely seen in Beijing. The band literally could
play any Cure song and play it identical to whatever taped version they had rehearsed
it from; old, new, abstract or instrumental. And just like most alternative bands, they
made several headlines from their talent and the crowds they attracted.
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One of the main attractions to any of their shows turned out to be Xiao Nan's
beautiful solo vocal/guitar rendition of 'In Between Days,' where she conjures up what
seems to be some 'depth' that the Cure overlooked in their own song. After two
choruses of lyrics, the entire audience is on the verge of tears. After a breather pause,
the band snaps into synchronicity and returns back to cover-mode of how the Cure
actually play the song, only twice as fast, leaving the audience dancing, writhing and
bouncing around like a bunch of giddy teenagers. We called them 'the Cure band' for
lack of a better name, and as much as I enjoyed every show, I have to admit that after 4
months of weekends filled with Cure covers at various venues did get boring towards
the end. At the time of this writing, they are STILL around. But luckily, the bands
that comprise 'the Cure band' have their own material as well; although only Catcher in
the Rye chose to play their own stuff after 'the Cure band' was done playing. Some
shows they'd jam together and do covers from British bands such as Jesus and the
Mary Chain and Souxsie and the Banshees. There's no conclusion to this band
because they're still around, still doing covers with no other apparent mission other
than to play what they like to listen to, and that's good enough.
Red Fried Meat (Hong Shao Rou) at Angel's in the beginning
Zhou Ren - vocals, Wang Lan - drums, Wong Jin Hai - guitar,
Lui Wen Tai - bass
The summer of '96 brought out
this powerfully fantastic band
comprised of local established
musicians like Zhou Ren and their
Amer-Asian bassist from Louisiana,
one of the finest in the city. Their
first few shows were held at Angel's,
a venue that has seen tremendous
change in interior design, staff and
management.
The
original
managers of Angel's had plans for a
disco/karaoke bar for the upscale foreign students. A bar complete with imported
music and plush massive black leather couches. This original Angel's didn't last long.
Approximately 4 months went by when a couple of old rockers got the money to write
off a six month contract giving them all rights to the bar. Daniel Dai and Du Yipeng
gathered all their artist friends and people in the rock and alternative music fields
together for weekly poetry readings and progressive music concerts covering the entire
spectrum of Beijing music from folk to punk.
At the beginning, Hong Shao Rou helped out Angel's atmosphere immensely,
along with Zi Yue (a band that has opened for Cui Jian for the past two years). All
shows were free for a period of time, afterwards the bar only charged a 10 kuai ($1.25)
cover price (including free drink) which was widely acceptable to all audiences both
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Chinese and foreign. Hong Shao Rou's style is that of high-speed funk with
distinctive nasal vocals that are actually quite appealing, although the Chili Pepper
influence is most acute. Every now and then they begin to sound more and more
hardcore the longer they hang around on stage. Perhaps they can't handle themselves,
but I feel at least the crowds at Angel's always seemed to bring the best out in the
Beijing bands. Here on the mainland they're billed as a 'punk' band because they
basically don't do any heavy metal, and they're too rough for rock and roll. They
released a single for Magic Stone on 'China Fire II', but not under the band name of
Hong Shao Rou but under Zhou Ren, the lead singer's established name. The bassist
and guitarist have jammed several times with Marco and other members of Cui Jian's
band; quite an honor here in China. Hong Shao Rou had a shelf life of about three
months at Angel's and then, suddenly, nothing was heard about them. No openly
advertised shows, no private ones that we knew about, complete silence. What
happened was that the bassist went back to America. This is typical among bands here
in Beijing; a lot of bands have members who are NOT from Beijing. When holidays
come up they always go through a period of one to two months without anything
happening because one of the members is down South in Sichuan or even out of the
country. It happened with Tang Dynasty, Underbaby and Hong Shao Rou last year.
Currently Hong Shao Rou and Zhou Ren are getting their stuff together again for
another single to be released on 'China Fire III' which promises to be very similar to
number two before it.
Skinny People (Shou Ren)
Dai Qin-vocals, Sanr-bass, Fu Ning-guitar, aided by Xiao Fanr-drums
Skinny People, a band originally
formed in 1993 by 'Daniel' Dai Qin (of
Mongolian ethnicity) has an all-around
sound that encompasses modern funk to
a more hardcore alternative cuts. Dai
Qin, despite one's desire to categorize
him as one of the 'old rockers' is by far
one of the most active music performers
of his age and background here in
Beijing.
Skinny People actively
engage themselves with the younger punk and alternative bands, something that the old
rockers of 'that generation' either dislike doing or are outright against doing. Once the
former owner of the renowned Angel's Bar in Haidian, Dai Qin states upon retrospect
that when he ran Angel's it just became too difficult to sustain. Dai Qin with his
partner Du Yipeng ran Angel's as patrons of the arts, not as businessmen; which was
both why it was so popular and why it failed. Angel's was situated perfectly between
four major universities in Haidian, as well as the ticket price then was ten kuai if not
free on certain nights; therefore leading to packed shows full of young students who
could afford the minimal entrance fee. Daniel's Angel's, as anyone will admit, was
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the only place in early 1996 to have a show. Months went by where there was simply
no where else to have a largely Chinese crowd intermingle with foreigners in a
comfortable, moderately priced venue. Dai Qin's previous involvement with the art
circles made it possible for many alternative bands, artists and poets to come and
express themselves on stage every week.
Unfortunately, due to lack of funds and far too much pressure from the Security
Bureau, Dai Qin returned to the music scene and resurrected his old band, the Skinny
People. Their music is mainly a product of two factors: Dai Qin's clear lyrical
influence and Fu Ning's wild guitar antics. These fuse together to make a unique
band that molds Chinese style rock and roll with a Western sounding (bordering early
Sonic Youth) alternative flare. Sometimes Fu Ning would play the guitar with a
violin bow while pouncing on the fuzz pedal, resulting in some aggravating feedback.
That combination is their musical message, finding a way to rejoin the previous
Chinese sound in rock and roll and bring it alive adding to it the youth's new stamina
and alternative composure.
Wild Children (Ye Haizi)
Zhang-vocals/acoustic guitar, Lock-vocals/acoustic guitar, Zhou-bongos
This three-member band from northwest Lanzhou are relative newcomers to
Beijing, having arrived in 1996 during a period when available performance invitations
were scarce. This is not the case in 1997 however. Just in May alone they've given
shows at four venues and have won warm acclaim from all audiences young and old.
Their sound is unique and mind-blowing on occasions, they brought back folk minority
music into the alternative crowd in such a way that it doesn't sound recursive or
forgotten. When they sing in concert, it's as if their style of music is completely
original even though their songs are based on folk songs from the past.
Zhang and Lock's vocal synchronicity would amaze even Pavarotti himself, and on
top of that these two twenty-something’s have absolute control when playing the guitar;
each one backing up high pitch while the other plays low, making a very full sound
when combined with Zhou's steady drum rhythm. Before arriving in Beijing, the
band took a journey along the Yellow River on foot. This adventure is the basis for
some of their songs sending a message of getting back to nature. They sing their
songs with unprecedented diligence, which eventually spreads out to the crowd
creating a magical atmosphere of peace and unity within the dredges of Beijing. I
was quite amazed that a foreign record label like Real World or some other company
specializing in folk alternative music hadn’t already signed them.
Jin Shu Gongchang (Metal Factory), later named New Pants (Xin Kuzi)
Peng Lei-vocals/guitar, Liu Banr-vocals/bass, Jiao Yu-keyboard,
Shang Xiao-drums
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Originally a band fashioned to copy the American punk ministers The Ramones,
they began to change and develop their own style after almost a year. Their original
sound and look was as if Joey and Deedee Ramone moved to Beijing; these guys had
the mop top haircuts with the 70's style leather jackets, identical to The Ramones.
Their first major show was opening up for '69' at the Youth Palace Disco, for which
both bands received the usual boos from the hard-to-please crowd on that particular
night. A strange thing about their drummer though, he plays 'left-handed' with the
high hat on the right side and doesn't cross his arms as he plays the snare. This
method makes for a heavy emphasis on those two pieces rather than drum rolls on the
toms or bass drum. Their sound is a completely sinocized reflection upon late-70's
American Punk; their moderate sized collection of songs include titles like "No
girlfriend today, tomorrow, forever" and "Do you want to dance?" Both these songs
illustrate the mood of young bands of the late-90's-a move towards simplicity in lyrics
as well as a move towards capturing and expressing the 'essential first emotion'.
Their recent signing with Fengjing Records, a small label formed by the band
Qingxing, has motivated them to improve and expand upon their songs. Living with
the record label hasn't brought them a great deal of independence however. Even
though the band has permanent rehearsal space, they have little freedom when it comes
to organizing shows. When invited to join a compilation album, the newly-formed
label managers demurred at the thought of letting their band produce songs without
solid contractual agreements up front.
Despite the usual lack of independence, the band blossomed as they added Jiao Yu
on keyboards. A move that has essentially made the band sound like mid-80's style
Ramones when they used more electronics like keyboards in the majority of their
songs. Jiao Yu has had in herself, a long history within the alternative music circle in
Beijing. Once the former girlfriend of Underbaby's drummer Gao Yang, you could
often find her at the Baihua flat practicing guitar, drums or vocals. Jiao Yu is one of
but a handful of independent female band members ranking among Wang Fei, the
all-female band Cobra, Zhang Qianqian and Xiao Sun.
West (Xi), later known as September 14 (Jiu Yue Shisihao)
Xiao Sun-vocals, Yang Hai Song-guitar, Cheng Jun-bass,
Hao Jian Fei-drums
'West' was a scarce rarity coming from the
middle latitudes of China's interior, Nanjing.
With Nanjing's close proximity to Shanghai, one
would think that Nanjing would have a large
musical influence seeping into youth culture.
However, Nanjing lacks the large investment
money that Shanghai continues to absorb, thereby
leaving Nanjing underdeveloped both financially
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and culturally. Nanjing has a very relaxed atmosphere towards music and art. For
example, things can be displayed and performed out in the open with very little hassle
from the authorities. Most unlike Beijing where the pressure is always felt, and felt
immediately. So with this 'freedom' in Nanjing, why are all the artists and musicians
in Beijing? The question answers itself when you think about it. Other cities in China,
Nanjing included, are far too relaxed and underdeveloped to sustain an audience that is
interested in modern artistic endeavors such as performance art and music. The youth
in Nanjing love music of all kinds, but very few actually take the initiative to start
bands because there's never been a precedence set in the smaller cities. Since there's
no precedence, there are very few venues that will host a band or art exhibit and this is
why 'West' bought one-way train tickets to Beijing in May 1997.
The guitarist Yang got his musical influence from listening to Bob Dylan, Paul
Simon and the Beatles; all tapes bought years ago on the black market. His massive
'notched tape' collection ranged from the American hippy generation to the punks and
new wavers of Britain. Even though West is billed as a punk band, Yang hasn't
forgotten how to play the hippy songs he first enjoyed when learning the guitar. One
of them, Bob Dylan's "Blowing in the Wind," got changed into an emotional, faster
punk version sung in English and very well done. The band's theme song, "My
Generation" was written to express the dilemma seen among Chinese youth. Yang
expresses it as "Chinese young people talk the talk, but don't walk the walk, they talk a
lot but say nothing," a bitter resentment felt in such lyrics from 'My Generation':
They say 'yes yes', they say 'right right',
they say 'good good', they say 'whatever you say'
They stand on the roadside talking constantly,
they sit on the toilet talking constantly,
they're in school talking constantly.
They say they're bored, they say 'this city is finished',
they say 'the world has changed',
they say 'people have changed',
they say 'fuck you!'
Xiao Sun, the female vocalist hailing originally from Anhui province, came to
Beijing in '94 at the age of 16 looking for work; a well-worn path followed by so many
others from all over China. There were no family problems that led her to leave,
rather she didn't want to remain stuck at home living the life that her parents and
grandparents had lived. "I was bored," she exclaims. After her arrival in Beijing,
she hooked up with the band Underbaby and remained at the Baihua flat for a year,
soaking up the rays of punk and alternative music. The music she heard, from Bob
Marley to the Pogues, fell in-line with her juvenile spirit which finally led her to
actually making music herself. She got further influence from her so-called twin
sister Zhang Qianqian who had a similar wayward background. Xiao Sun is currently
the youngest female vocalist in the Beijing alternative scene, and from her
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well-rounded experience with bands, rehearsals and recording, she'll be someone to
watch out for in the coming years.
Her split with friends in Beijing, and a suicide attempt (her wrists still bear the
scars), took her to Nanjing in search of different surroundings. There she met Yang
Hai Song and his friends who were also making music along the lines that she enjoyed.
Yang made a journey up to Beijing before the formation of the band, where he met Gao
Wei (of Underbaby) and saw first hand the Beijing alternative music scene at Angel's
Bar (that particular night, police stopped the performance, not because of the noise, but
too many people standing and dancing around wildly). After his Beijing stay, he took
what he had learned and brought it to Nanjing. Xiao Sun at this time, started living in
Yang's grandmother's two hundred year old traditional flat. In which they created a
small rehearsal space in the main bedroom and invited several people from all around
Nanjing to get together and do music.
As the case was, few people were interested, but those that were went on to form
the band West on September 14, 1996 (which is where the change in name comes
from). West's sound can be described as having a biting punk spike to it as Xiao Sun
cusses out loud and Yang backs up with his deep toned voice and flailing guitar. Hao
Jian Fei, the drummer, has a unique style of position, which makes his tapping
extremely fast and dirty. From Xiao Sun's recent few years of big city life, attempted
suicide and her country girl background, their collection of songs has built up about
half punk, half gothic rock style, but all of them retaining a distinctive youthful and
giddy flavor. At the time of writing, the band had just moved to Beijing in order to
find music careers and to find a new drummer. They didn't fare too well in the big
city, jobs are scarce but they really didn't look all that hard. The month that they
stayed in Beijing was a vacation practically, having played only one show and finding
no work.
The Fly (Canying)
Feng Jian Zhou-vocals, Takahashi Koji-guitar (Japan),
Sato Atzushi-bass (Japan), Guang Fei-drums
One of the few multi-national
alternative bands here in China, The Fly
brings out a sound rich in melancholy
and strength. The guitarist, Takahashi
flanked by the bassist Sato are both
from Japan and continue to hold a band
presence in Tokyo. Their arrival in
Beijing two years ago got them plenty
of time to rehearse before the opening
of Angel's. Once Angel's opened, they
played to packed crowds almost every weekend accompanying bands like Hong Shao
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Rou, Ziyue and Luo Qi. Their sound can be described as fast power-ska on occasions
with the rhythm of the guitar, combined with a rough edge from the choppy lyrics.
Some of the time they sound fairly hardcore bordering heavy metal. Currently
studying language at Beijing Normal University, the bassist and guitarist are seldom
together as one goes home to Japan while other stays in China. Their attitude towards
making music in China is the same as any foreigner who's been interested in the music
and art scene here. Performing live shows is such a new thing here in Beijing
compared to other countries. There's a larger sense of freedom in what you want to do
and the ways you express yourself as opposed to their homestead of Tokyo where the
alternative scene is saturated. At the time of writing they've just recently released
independently their own CD in Taiwan, with hopes of selling the initial 5000 press run.
Zhang Qianqian, independent female vocalist
Zhang Qianqian, one of China's most
vibrant female artist/musicians now calls
Beijing home. Her rocky past tells a story of
struggle and determination to climb up and out
of Chinese society and into the national art
spotlight. Who would've thought that this
little girl, born in a cave to poor peasant
farmers in her native homeland of Qinghai
(northwestern China bordering Tibet and
Xinjiang), would have dreams of becoming, as
she puts it, "the female Cui Jian." She began
her tumbles through society at the age of 18
when she graduated from Qinghai Art School,
earning her pre-college recognition as a
violinist. After graduation she was given a
mediocre job in the Qinghai Performance
Troupe where she earned a meager stipend of
100 kuai per month ($12 US). Even at that time she says, "I wanted to rebel against
society! Society gave me little chance for my inner-self to come out."
She wanted to get out of the shrinking surroundings of Qinghai and head south to
Guangzhou. At this time she began to feel society's grasp, "...everyday was the same,
nothing changed for the people caught inside society." Not to mention the troupe that
she was involved with wouldn't let her go away at first. At the age of 21, she finally
quit the troupe and packed her bags for Guangzhou where she began to have yearnings
to go abroad. Upon recollection she states that, "going abroad at that time sounded
like a good option, but when I thought it over, if I went to America my art and my
music would suffer, I'd do nothing but study English, and that's definitely not what I
wanted to spend all my time doing."
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In Guangzhou she decided to ditch music in lieu of studying painting and acting;
whereby she easily landed several jobs as a model. Those photographers in
Guangzhou that were searching for a different look sought her out by the dozens, in
small films and in advertisements, her childlike face and extreme poses were
something not seen often coming from the mainland. The commercialism of
Guangzhou soon became too much for her to handle. "I was living in a shell, I still
couldn't find what I was looking for. Even though I had a job and some money
coming in, I still felt so alone," she replies about her years as a model/actress. At age
of 22 she began painting as her newfound profession. "I took the ideas and feelings
that I couldn't speak out loud and put them on canvas."
Her paintings describe the roller-coaster emotions that she was going through in
Guangzhou. A long-term relationship having taken its toll on her heart, she began to
express the love and dreams she felt through oils. She had always painted, but during
this time painting for her took on a new meaning. For her it produced a calming
effect as society and relationships kept beating down her door. "Since there was so
much outside commercialism forcing its way into me, I was becoming even more
introverted and alone!"
In 1995 she was invited to place some of her works in a small exhibit in Beijing,
where she met up with several new and old friends who had all moved to the big city a
few years before. They encouraged her to come and live in Beijing where the artistic
climate was fair. At this time she felt the need to distinguish her wants and needs.
"Was I gonna do music, or paint for a living?" she questioned herself then. She says
that even though painting was important to her inner-self, music was something she'd
always loved doing. Therefore, she decided to focus her energy on music. In
Guangzhou she made a demo tape of some electronic music which landed a contract
spot on Red Star Records compilation album 'Extreme Rock & Roll' (1996). Which
even after the contract and recording agreement she still says, "even though the record
company gave me a room to live in, the label doesn't really work for the bands, things
may change but right now I want out of the label, I wanna be on my own again,
freedom is the most important thing to me."
She's never felt afraid of being on her own, because essentially that's all she's
come to know. As for being female in a male dominated art/music world, she states
"I try not to differentiate male and female when discussing my differences with society.
If a person, man or woman, focuses themselves on what they want to do, then that
makes them powerful in their own right." This is what Zhang Qianqian respects in
people; their strength, not physical but rather the power that drives their spirits. She
believes that one can gain a lot of personal insight from interacting with those that
have vibrant spirits, friends and enemies alike. This same spirit is seen in her artwork
as well as heard in her music. Zhang Qianqian is a believer of herself. Currently,
Zhang Qianqian is still with Red Star Records but does plan to leave if things don't
improve. She still continues painting but not professionally. Although I've tried
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personally to get her to re-exhibit her works, she bashfully replies, "maybe someday."

What is this 'Boredom' among the alternative youth?
This 'boredom', in my opinion, is becoming more and more typical in Chinese
alternative music. The Chinese mainstream rock and roll scene, as well as the
karaoke scene, has never expressed the boredom experienced by today's youth in
China--a population stuck between the latest decade's blitzkrieg economic
developments and therefore seeing first hand the mass-scale devaluation of cultural
traditions. Oddly, at the same time, keeping all the traditional taboos. This
generation is harder hit simply due to the velocity in reforms, leaving the youth to soak
in too many new things too fast, in vast amounts. Getting used to the commercial life
causes one to seek that which is new and fresh, thus, when Beijing's discos and bars
saturated the city in the early 90's, by '95 over-saturation of the same venues and the
same disco-type activities further jaded those that were bored of the original ones
constructed during the previous 5-year plan.
Ask any young person in
Beijing and they will concur that
there aren't many things designed
for young people to do outside of
their school activities. This is
where
some
of
Beijing's
alternative bands such as C.I.R.
get their influence from, this
boredom complex that pervades
circles of intellectuals, artists and
musicians.
Beijing is an
enormous city of 13 million people, but the depth of homogeneity and security extends
far enough to catch and hold the majority of the population within certain interpersonal
boundaries. This adds fuel to the fire as boredom among these young people gets
worse. Gao Wei feels that, "living in Beijing I feel like a person stuck in a room with
absolutely no desire to go outside and mingle with others for the simple reason that
they're THAT way, and I'm me, we have nothing to talk about, nothing to share. It's a
huge city, but there's really no one here." What he means basically is that the
common person has little to offer the his type in the alternative crowd, and this angst
and loneliness, and sometimes anger are expressed musically by these bands.
Jia Wei; the Beijing Representative of Magic Stone Records (Taiwan)
"Bringers of A New Generation of Mainland Chinese Music"
History, success and future prospects
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It's a fact, without Jia Wei and Magic
Stone Records, without a group of people
willing to work so hard for so many young
artists, without a group of believers,
Chinese mainland rock and alternative
music would have never developed. Jia
Wei, the busiest man in the music industry
here on the mainland, doesn't spend his
time just doing paperwork behind a desk,
he's literally a one-man show; his worn-out
cell phone will tell the tale alone, he's
always on call even after midnight, the normal time for the studio to close. Jia Wei
and Magic Stone's mission on the mainland is solely to offer Chinese modern music to
Chinese people, and it's the hardest mission the company has ever faced.
Magic Stone Records, a subsidiary of Sam Duan's Rock Records, was the
brainchild of the legendary Landy Zhang. Landy (his name made of letters from Bob
Dylan's name) came to visit Beijing after '89 and was moved deeply by the spirit of the
mainland rock musicians, especially Tang Dynasty. Landy arranged for Zhao Chuan,
a Taiwanese hard-rock musician, and Tang Dynasty to play a concert together soon
afterwards. In 1990 Landy came back to Beijing, this time with his boss Sam Duan
and arranged a contract between Tang Dynasty and Rock Records to record their first
album. At that same time Sam and Landy combed the mainland for other bands in
order to develop a compilation album that truly represented the style of post-'89
mainland Chinese music. This is when they found bands such as Black Panther and
Zhang Chu who were ripe for recording. In 1991 the contracts were finalized and
Tang Dynasty began recording. During this time Magic Stone's representative office
in Hong Kong met with Dou Wei's Black Panther Band in Beijing, signing the contract
to begin their first album.
A year later in January of 1992, the mainland
witnessed as Jia Wei puts it "a new generation of
music" come out of hiding and into the market as
Tang Dynasty (with material mastered in L.A.),
Black Panther and the compilation album 'China
Fire I' all got released in the same month (all selling
over 200,000 copies each that year, 1997 total to
date 300,000 copies).
Jia Wei states that,
"...through the compilation album 'China Fire I', the
young Chinese people could hear lots of different
styles of music." Magic Stone and all those that
helped them completed their collective mission.
The public's reaction was enormously warm and
positive. Mainlanders heard young Chinese bands
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sounding better than their foreign counterparts, not to mention much more meaningful.
All of Magic Stone's mainland recordings have been made under the banner of
producing, "a very Chinese product."
After the major success of those first three albums in 1992, the company decided
to start recording Zhang Chu's first solo album as well as songs from Dou Wei's new
alterno-punk band 'Dream'. At the end of 1992, Tang Dynasty with help from all over,
did several tours throughout China, thereby introducing Chinese hard rock to the
masses. In 1993 back in Beijing, Magic Stone started talking to Wang Yong (former
Cui Jian band member, a professional in traditional Chinese music) and He Yong (who
had been been given the runaround by a different record company, thereby selling his
un-released album to Magic Stone). Dou Wei's 'Dream' band dissolved that year after
an incident in which all the band members (Dou Wei included) were arrested on drug
charges. The busts caused Dou Wei to come out on his own and start recording solo.
On June 2nd, 1994 (notice the date, two days before the Tiananmen anniversary, a very
tough time to get anything done much less a record released, this was however,
scheduled on purpose) Magic Stone's nicknamed "three children" (solo acts of Zhang
Chu, Dou Wei and He Yong) each had their individual albums released: Dou Wei's
'Black Dream' solo album, Zhang Chu's solo album and He Yong's solo album all hit
the streets symbolizing artistic success even after '89. On August 1st, in celebration
of the new releases, Magic Stone's "three children" held a concert at, none other than,
the Beijing Children's Theater in front of hundreds of fans. At this time, Magic Stone
had its hands full, literally. They signed Wang Yong to a recording contract for his
solo album, which altogether had 70 performers over the course of the production,
including 16 Tibetan monks chanting in the Beijing CTPC studio. Just months later
around Christmas time in December, Dou Wei and He Yong travelled to Hong Kong to
perform. This was the first time ever a mainland Chinese rock band had ever gone
outside of the country.
Jia Wei tells the story of that show, "the P.A. engineer was from Beijing, so was
the Monitor engineer, when they arrived at the concert, they ordered that the whole
stage be re-arranged and more speakers added. When they were questioned by the
Hong Kong concert reps, they yelled, 'We know the bands best, bring more speakers!!'"
This show was a historic event in the development of communication between the
outside music world and the mainland, it showed that even within the mainland's
oppressive environment of the late-80's, the youth had not 'sold out' to Western pop or
karaoke music, nor had they forgotten China's rich cultural past (something that Hong
Kong was and is still devoid of). Dou Wei and Wang Yong went into the studios
during this time not for recording, but for producing videos. They both got Viewer's
Choice nominations in 1995 and 1996 as well as hit #1 on Channel V (Asia's MTV).
1995 brought about the beginnings of Magic Stone's newest compilation, China
Fire II (note that by this time as Jia Wei figures, it takes Magic Stone only 40 days to
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finish an album). Magic Stone found the heavy-metal giants 'Overload' and the funky
alternative sounds of Zhou Ren (lead singer for Hong Shao Rou), signing them both to
recording contracts. In April, at the Sai Te 'Chinese Youth Day/Punks not Dead Part I'
show, Underbaby, the first true mainland punk band got signed; thereby making Magic
Stone the only company to cover every single genre of music on the mainland. The
next month, metal heads 'Iron Kite' got signed as well. All of this in preparation for
the new compilation album, which in September 1996 was released to stores and sold
200,000 copies. Jia Wei waves his hands in the air and exclaims, "Another new
generation of music hit China!!" A new sound hit the streets, it was a new generation of
Chinese young bands singing not only in different styles, but also singing with
different spirits when compared to the first compliation album three years before. In
just a three year time span, China saw the development and wide release of hard rock,
heavy metal, alternative and punk music; Jia Wei speculates with certainty that, "1997
will bring out something new again!" That 'new thing' may very well have old names
attached to it as Magic Stone prepares for the release of China Fire III in the fall of
1997. Names like Underbaby, Iron Kite, Overload, Zhou Ren, Dou Wei, Zhang Chu
and Lao Wu (Tang Dynasty's guitarist, notably the best rock guitarist in China).
Magic Stone's problems while starting up on the mainland
"Here, you do it." That is the attitude here in the mainland. Passing the buck
down the line to someone is quite the norm in most situations. A thinker or a
producer may have brilliant ideas, but the help to create them doesn't come easy due to
limited resources. When starting a record company, even just a representative
company such as Magic Stone, back then when there was nothing else to look at for
precedence, people were reluctant to invest, much less listen. The 1992 release of
Tang Dynasty represented the much-needed precedence on the mainland. It showed
the youth of China that it was actually possible to create and release this type of music
on Chinese soil. Without that precedence, the entire scene as it is now would have
been not only delayed, but possibly distorted and damaged.
Magic Stone and Rock Records haven't had it easy since the startup, their
production velocity doesn't come without immense pressure from both the market and
the government (both in Taiwan and Beijing). Jia Wei describes the first start-up
problem, the government: "The censors in Taiwan had to inspect the music and the
lyrics from 'China Fire I' and Tang Dynasty, what they heard they didn't like. Landy
went crazy exclaiming, “This side doesn't like it, that side doesn't like it!!"
The second problem was only discovered after the first had been overcome; fake
tapes and pirated CD's on the mainland. Usually, fake tapes and pirated CD's are
fakes of foreign productions brought to the south through Hong Kong and Taiwan.
This time it was of Chinese mainland bands. A cold slap in the face to Magic Stone
and the mainland bands that suffer from the enormous economic deficit soaked up by
the sales of the fakes. Jia Wei says with a long face, "If there were no fakes, all of our
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albums would sell over 500,000. Our company would have money to have more
concerts, the bands would have better instruments, and better lives in general." Jia
Wei says that the fake CD market is extremely competitive, he's seen 10 different fakes
of the Tang Dynasty 1992 album alone, not to mention fakes of other Magic Stone
album. His figures state that mainland fakes of Magic Stone albums sell a million
copies, eight times more marketable than the real albums themselves simply due to a
cheaper wholesale price. A real tape costs ten kuai ($1.25 US) and can be purchased
at any major department or music store, whereas with that same ten kuai someone can
turn around and buy three fakes out on the street. This is the Achille's heel of
releasing records on the mainland, what little market there is for modern rock and
alternative music, more than half of it is secretly scraped away by the black market.
Bringing the music to the people;
Concerts on the mainland
Naturally, tape and record
sales are an asset to a company, but
having concerts is another avenue
of keeping financial stability by
showing off the bands. Three
problems exist on the mainland
before a company like Magic Stone
can hold a concert in front of a
wide Chinese audience. The first
problem being or course is the
bureaucracy. Every single band
member must have a 'performance
permit’, which basically tells the
performer not to shout out anything
crazy, or political otherwise they'll
not be issued another permit. The
'performance permit' and the
fully-developed system behind it
shows that a performer's freedom
is a liability to the state, and the
state would say that the performer's
freedom is a liability to the people
and national security. Nowadays,
in order to facilitate this problem, independent companies have been started (troupes)
that specialize in performances and concerts, but unfortunately they only specialize in
pop and karaoke (music that doesn't influence people). Obtaining a performance
permit isn't easy, but as always there is strength in numbers, and Magic Stone has
never had a performance declined or shutdown.
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The second problem is money. Who is going to invest in a concert when those
with money on the mainland are older post-revolution Chinese men who don't know or
don't like this type of music? Who is going to promote something that is stereotyped by
those in power as being a 'threat' to society? This is the typical kind of retroactive
oppression experienced when anything new comes up against an old established
interest. The only thing that will aid the financial factor in its development is open
communication and time. Magic Stone forecasted this money/communication
relationship and built a national watchtower for new and upcoming music with the help
of radio stations all over China. When initial recording are released the word gets out
in a matter of days through radio stations sponsoring 'alternative' or 'rock and roll'
shows.
The third problem is finding a place to have the concert. This was extremely
difficult until 1996 when Club X opened up. Before then the only place to hold
something, anything, was at Angel's. Finding a legal, safe place to perform is crucial.
The venue determines what kind of quality your show can have. Does the venue have
it's own drums, own speakers, own microphones, own soundboard, etc. If the venue
doesn't, then the company or band must bring it themselves and take full responsibility
for such items. Magic Stone fortunately has all their own equipment, from bass
strings to thousand dollar 24-track cassette reels. This allows them to take a show
anywhere so long as they have enough money and the proper permission.
A walk in the park; midnight studio duty for Jia Wei
While most of the musicians are partying, Magic Stone is still on call till the late
hours of the evening. Jia Wei mentions as we walk into the Beijing CTPC studio (the
government owned China Central Broadcasting division) "if you want to get past the
government, you gotta do your work here." That's not the real reason underlying
Magic Stone's decision for studio choice. As we pass through the military guarded
entrance, through two heavy iron soundproof doors and step onto the muffled wooden
floor, we hear the latest Underbaby single being mastered for 'China Fire III.' Any
glance will tell you this recording studio is the best in Beijing, possibly in mainland
China. State of the art equipment lines the center of the audio-ergonomic control
booth. Huge speakers, cables of all sizes, streams of red and green lights on the
ubiquitous pieces of electronic equipment set the mood in this million dollar room.
The CTPC studio is extremely professional and fully computerized with a Mozart
mixing board and Amek software monitoring every move of the sound engineer.
Jia Wei, sporting his trademark haircut, wearing his trademark 'POLICE' t-shirt,
walks firmly into the studio to check out the engineer's progress. The engineer says,
'almost done,' and hands Jia Wei the headphones. If anyone could make an art form
out of listening to headphones, Jia Wei is the resurrected Da Vinci of production. He
grabs the headphones and hunches over with his hands cupped over the earphones to
eliminate any outside sound, his spine could naturally assume this position by now, his
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palms could possibly have calluses from holding the earphones. He doesn't make a
move, only nods his head to the beat, listening and searching for anywhere that needs
improvement because HE is the real eyes, ears and authority for Magic Stone in
Beijing. Jia Wei listens and replies with a laugh, "the bass track needs some work but
the guitar track is fine." He listens to it again, this time the mixing engineer is
bouncing around in his chair enjoying the song, the engineer however is still critically
examining the levels ascend and vanish. Not much of a difference, but it doesn't
matter, Jia Wei is not going anywhere tonight. He's stuck here sampling every inch of
digital audiotape until after midnight while his pager and cell phone goes off
constantly.
It's an incredible contrast between the style of music that Magic Stone releases and
the government controlled environment in which it is recorded and mastered in here at
the CTPC studio. For Magic Stone, it shows that things are improving, but even Jia
Wei himself says "The difficulties nowadays outnumber the ones before." For the
youth of tomorrow, it brings precedence (something that Magic Stone has always set
here on the mainland) to an otherwise void in the world of professional musical
production.
Jazz in China; brief overview of bands
My personal distaste for jazz, or rather, the constant barrage thereof, should not
influence the reader into thinking that it doesn't exist here in China. On the contrary,
it's immensely popular here in Beijing, and for no surprise because it's the only kind of
modern music besides karaoke that the government allows to see live in large venues.
Yes you have on one side the fact that "Hey, it's better than karaoke," but when every
available venue has a jazz band or some imported Filipino cover band, the live music
scene gets really dry really fast. Not to demean jazz, I like it just as much as the
average person does, but when it's force fed down your ears second only to Cantopop it
leaves a bad taste in my mouth.
Chinese jazz lacks the influence that Chinese rock and roll, punk and alternative
music have on people; therefore I place it behind all the rest. Jazz placed behind
other forms of music is most unlike the real-world here in China where a paid jazz
musician will literally have a better lifestyle than any other type of musician, famous
or not. Take for instance that the lifespan of a venue depends on its ability to keep
customer's interests. Most venues depend on bands to keep customers inside for a
couple of hours, and keep them buying food and drinks. A venue would rather see
foreign customers than Chinese customers because of the money factor; this is an
outright fact that any venue owner will admit. An anonymous venue was asked to
host a Chinese alternative band and was quoted as replying, "We don't like Chinese
bands, their friends don't have any money." Another venue mentioned after Beijing
Scene (the well-known foreigner newspaper) had been closed for two months, "When
Beijing Scene was around, lot's of foreigners used to come here, now there's no more
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foreigners, we should try harder to get more in here."
Now, with all this installed into the typical 'venue' set-up, what kind of music
would be appropriate for Beijing? Jazz of course! A) It’s safe to play with no
rebellious lyrics, B) it appeals to foreigners and Chinese of all ages, C) most
importantly, it doesn't cause people to dance around and spit beer everywhere. In
other words, it doesn't move the public. Jazz is a great style of music to play and
listen to, but that's all it provides. Jazz in mainland China is an optional placebo
accepted by the Chinese government to replace other styles of music that otherwise stir
emotion and create a reaction in the audience.
It's refreshing in any country to hear that there's a wonderful jazz scene, but when
this scene is actually given favor, the feeling turns into that of prejudice. Currently
we are witnessing an unhealthy imbalance in Chinese society's artistic development,
which is why the rock and alternative scene fight so hard to just survive on the minimal
market that exists within live performances. The market of tomorrow, in my opinion,
will bring natural balance to the Chinese music scene, thereby providing a stable
market to all forms of music including jazz. That market is determined currently by
China's youth growing up with a need for recognition of 'self' and 'China'. This can
already be seen as there are very few young jazz performers in Beijing, kids want to do
rock and roll for the fun, but some turn to jazz for the myriad job opportunities. Quite
a few of the members from previous rock bands have opted to doing jazz for various
reasons ranging from a change in personal taste to simple economics.
The following is a direct
report from the Beijing Scene
detailing several of Beijing's top
jazz bands including: Liu Yuan
Jazz Quintet, The Oldies but
Goodies, Tien Square, Guys and
the Beijing Jazz Unit.
Liu Yuan Jazz Quintet
Liu Yuan-saxophone, Cui
Honggen-piano, Wang
Dajian-trumpet,
Zhang Hui-bass, Izumi-drums,
and of course Cui Jian
sometimes shows up to rock
out.
Much of the live music
performed in Beijing is jazz,
ranging from the slow burn to
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the quick sizzle. Of the ensembles that regularly take the stage, the Liu Yuan Quintet
is the quintessential Beijing jazz band. Classically trained on various traditional
Chinese wind instruments, Liu Yuan made his name as the saxophonist for rocker Cui
Jian's group before turning his ear to jazz. For the last several years, Liu Yuan has
played an instrumental role in the development of jazz in China. He is the only artist
featured in all three Beijing International Jazz Festivals. Most of the group's set is
John Coltrane, Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, and Miles Davis, with a sprinkling of
New Age, funk jazz, and original compositions thrown in for good measure.
Oldies but Goodies Jazz Band, otherwise called 'Old Tree Bark'
Contemporary young Beijingers are embracing jazz's current resurgence, but the
members of Oldies but Goodies show that jazz has been around in China since before
today's Yuppies were born. The set list of this five-piece ensemble recalls Shanghai
of the 1930s, performed by musicians no younger than 60. Each performance is a
collection of the band's 100-plus song repertoire, with audience members, many of
whom are older Chinese, encouraged to strut their stuff on the lounge's dance floor.
Tien Square
Kong Hongwei-piano, keyboards, Jin Hao-saxophone, Zhang Ling-bass,
Sar -drums, percussion, Liu Lin-guitar, Jiang Xinghong-Chinese flute
Tien Square has added a new dimension to jazz in China. The first local Chinese
jazz group to perform fusion jazz, Tien Square incorporates both classic jazz styles
with Chinese music through the use of traditional Chinese instruments. Tien Square's
debut CD Made in China was released this year, produced by renowned American
producer Dan Siegel. They have toured internationally in Australia, Hong Kong, and
Europe.
Guys
Jin Hao-saxophone, Gu Feng-vocals, drums, Cui Honggen-piano,
Liu Xiaosong, backup drums, Zhang Hui-bass
“Guys” was formed in June 1996 by five of Beijing's most prominent and talented
musicians in an attempt to chart new territory in China's dynamic jazz scene. Their
style is one that combines traditional and modern jazz forms, Western classical music,
and Chinese folk traditions, indicating how jazz may develop in China in the years to
come. The members of Guys are all professionally trained musicians with extensive
recording and performance experience in popular, rock, and jazz music both in China
and abroad.
Beijing Jazz Unit
Luca Bonvini-leader, trombone, trumpet, Gu Feng-vocals,
Wen Zhiyon-trumpet, Zhang Tao-trumpet, Jin Hao-saxophone,
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Du Yinjiao-saxophone, Ekki Sillem-saxophone, Liang Heping-keyboards,
Zhang Hui-bass, Liu Xiaoson-drums, percussion
The Beijing Jazz Unit is a big band with Chinese characteristics that was
established on the occasion of the 1995 Beijing International Jazz Festival.
Comprised of some of Beijing's most prominent jazz musicians, the Beijing Jazz Unit
is the brainchild of Luca Bonvini, who studied Chinese traditional music in Beijing.
Bonvini is a classically trained, Italian trombonist and a former member of the French
Orchestre National de Jazz. The Beijing Jazz Unit, also recently featured at the Asian
Arts Festival in Hong Kong, plays modern arrangements of standards as well as some
of Bonvini's original compositions.
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Chinese Contemporary Painting
The history and in-depth probe into the people behind the 90's movements
China's awareness and progression of the modern arts
has led to the fulfillment of creating fairly healthy genres
within each aspect of art. When discussing the aspect of
painting, the backbone of Chinese art, one should try to
consider that China's long history and early advancement of
techniques is crucial to understand in order to see clearly
the art pouring out of the 90's. Artists of this decade, both
young and old, still hold a great deal of respect for the
ancient calligraphers, scholars and painters. Whether a
painting contains remnants of influence from the Tang
Dynasty or even if the piece is done in abstract and holds a
subtle feudal criticism of ancient times, there is still great
admiration among the artist circles for China's lavish
cultural background.
Modern painting in China during the 80's gained significant recognition in the
international eye, yet internally suffered several setbacks, which address the current
mood of paintings coming out during the late 90's. In 1979, only years before his
death, Jiang Feng held the fairly high post of chairman of the All-China Artist’s
Association. With his high position and grass roots understanding, he struggled to
open the 'New Spring' exhibition held in Beijing's Zhongshan Park; which was the first
domino to topple in the arts movements over the next two decades. He encouraged
then what I believe is essential in the music arena today: to 'organize into groups.'
There is strength in numbers when dealing with an inflated bureaucracy. Those
participating ranged in ages as well as backgrounds, some were the actual artists who
brought Western modern art into the spotlight in China such as Wu Zuoren. With
permission granted, the artists who wished to participate organized and gathered works
to be presented. However, the second exhibition included not only some of the same
still life’s and minority people's art, but also featured works in the nude and works
done in abstract; something that was not officially allowed at the time. The nudes and
abstracts created an uproar among the audience who at the time argued that the
exhibition held artistic precursors to 'social degradation' as seen in the nude works of
art, while the abstract pieces were seen as detaching themselves from the "people" and
"realism" which was so ingrained in Chinese society long before Liberation.
1979 was a year for significant motion in the art circles. Almost a dozen new
artist organizations sprang up to educate and improve communication between the
older generation of pre-Liberation artists and those from the post-Cultural Revolution.
Thereby exposing the fact that China's art world had escaped the boundaries of
Socialist Realism and reached a moderate level of pluralism. The freedom enjoyed
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during the transition period after the smashing of the 'Gang of Four' didn't last. It
wasn't very long before the Party began another campaign against 'bourgeoisie
liberalism' just like those during the Anti-Rightist Campaigns of the 50's. By 1985, a
large majority of those founding post-revolution 'liberal' artists moved out of China
into various Western countries. Art during this period, and leading up to the mid-80's
of open reforms, can be seen as being especially feisty in comparison to the periods of
Liberation and to the period after 1989. Artists like Wang Keping and Qu Leilei
"tested the waters" and set the foundation for the next generation of artists (who were
even more liberal) to emerge from.
In China, even in 1997, communication between common interest groups is a
complex problem, even those within a single city. A solution to this is a common
printed media or inexpensive national periodical on the particular subject which would
thereby transgress the expense of phone lines and under-developed highway
infrastructure. In 1985, two art periodicals were published; 'Trends in Art' and 'Fine
Arts in China'. Both these periodicals provided open discussions and dramatically
improved communication within art circles throughout the country. This year was not
only a hallmark for minimal journalistic freedom, it also marked the 'second
awakening' in the art world; creating the second movement within China's arts.
From 1986-1989, students and art professors from several different academies
around China journeyed by train from Beijing to Guangzhou forming four exhibitions
at main junctions along the route. After meetings, lectures and discussions, the body
decided to have a huge collective exhibit in Beijing under the name "China /
Avant-garde" (Feb. 5, 1989) featuring the works shown during the years of the
journey and the artists that participated. This group of young artists, forming the
second movement after the Cultural Revolution, had largely been recent graduates
from 1982, thus 1not knowledgeable on the first generation that preceded them during
1978-1981. The members of the second art movement began to experiment with
performance art.
They formed several artist's groups specializing in the theory of
'getting closer to the public,' but, the results of these performances (meager public
reaction) given to the audience at the time, led the artists to find more "aggressive"
ways to provoke a reaction out of the public; occasionally with the authorities getting
involved.
Some artists of this period found out the goldmine that lay in foreign dollars.
Foreign interest in Chinese art, whether it be traditional, contemporary traditional or
modern abstract, has played a major role in developing its economic survival since the
1985 movement. The majority of foreign interest is placed on Chinese traditional art,
that which hasn't been affected by Western influence such as scroll paintings,
calligraphy, ceramics and textile arts. Some modern artists in Beijing have even been
interviewed by perspective foreign buyers and end up being asked, "Do you have
anything that's more Chinese?" Hans Van Dijk, a long time friend of China's art world
reported that in an article written by Gao Minglu for the periodical 'Fine Arts in China',
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Gao "defended Westernization as an inevitable stage in the process of artistic
development."
After the student protests in 1989, those from both the first and second movement
went into seclusion; most remaining in their own small private studios seldom holding
exhibitions in fear of their works being mistaken by the Security Bureau as
'controversial'. Some artists got a helping hand from the occasional foreigner who
would sponsor a 'salon' inside of their apartments. These salons offered a relaxed
environment by inviting close friends both foreign and Chinese to openly discuss
recent artistic discoveries and criticisms at the turn of the decade. Usually these
foreigners had business, journalistic or even diplomatic ties to Western countries and
were sincere in their interest of Chinese modern art and the hopes of its rising world
identity. During the early 90's within these small salons, if the artist sold a single
piece the money could last for several months, which is the trend that follows today in
the mid- 90's; diving into the market.
Two years following the
crackdown on demonstrators,
the mood of the art world began
to pull itself out from hermitude
and into the world spotlight.
Several new privately owned art
galleries opened up; two of the
largest being Red Gate Gallery
(founded by Australian Brian
Wallace in July 1991), one of the
first of which to contain
exclusively
Chinese
contemporary art, and the Hong
Kong Wan Fung Gallery
(founded by Kwok Homun).
The drive behind these galleries is not only to exhibit works, but also to provide a
means of financial security and international exposure to these stellar young Chinese
artists by sale and by auction. Since the dive into the market, Chinese art has been
reported as dividing into three major trends. The first of which is art made for the
'established interest', in other words works that are produced for 'mass consumption'
such as home interior designs, advertisements and handicrafts. The second trend is
“art which is produced for 'critical presentation',” being detached from society and
reflecting upon the mood of much of the art of the 80's. The third and current trend in
the 90's is reversing the former trend and joining society's natural progression of
pluralism within the modernization process; art which is more independent. Leng Lin,
curator of the Sungari International Auction Company says that this third trend shows
that Chinese art "has become broader, stronger, and more profound" when compared to
works representing the 80's style. He goes on the explain that with the development
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of China's economic and political advancement the art of the 90's has become more
representative of "the happenings in society endowed by reality."
In 1995 'Beijing Scene', the first English language newspaper to be completely
written and published by foreigners in the capital came out on the streets; thus bridging
the large communication and cultural gap between common foreigners and the Chinese
art world.
Beijing Scene, started by long-time China hand, former media
correspondent and author Scott Savitt, held a critical position in the exposure of
hundreds of musicians and artists between the years 1995 to 1997 (it's forced closure
due to irregularities in the licensing agreement, currently under licensing negotiations
as of June '97). The Beijing Scene wasn't just a crucial link with exposure, it was the
only way at that time to get the word out to the average young person in Beijing, both
Chinese and foreign alike.
Beijing Scene encouraged and accepted free
announcements of cultural activities and reported them in such a manner that at some
proposed functions such as art exhibits or concerts, there was little room left due to the
sheer number of people that had shown up. After seeing the impact that Beijing
Scene had among its readers (70% foreign, 30% affluent Chinese); venues, art galleries
and sometimes hybrids called 'gallery bars' sprang up like wildfire throughout the
downtown business/embassy district and in the intellectual harbor of Haidian. Every
one of them religiously faxing in their latest exhibition and/or concert information to
Beijing Scene, literally their lifeline for economic stability in most cases. Beijing
Scene played a major role in the development and exposure of the arts after 1995
simply by building a communication lane to the public and reporting in a manner of
respect and sincere interest towards China's art world; a world reported in The Scene
as having "a dynamism - economic, political, and social" that is unfelt elsewhere.
This dynamism leads us to 1997 and the return of Hong Kong including its
ensuing preparation activities. The summer of 1997 was quite a political roller
coaster as Beijinger's witnessed Deng's unexpected death, the Tiananmen riot's 7th
anniversary and the former British Colony's return; all happening within two months.
As the handover approaches, Beijing as a city has been quietly tightening its borders
inside and out. The occasional sweeps of non-Beijing citizens residing in Beijing
have become more occasional. Due to the silent annual June/July suppression of
cultural events combined with the disappearance of a quality mass media (Beijing
Scene) to promote them, Beijing bars and other venues must brace themselves this
summer and the following winter in hopes that they don't fall into the 10% of
businesses that fail.
Please continue reading below a sampling of the latest works by the latest artists
here in the capital including Huo Guangfei, Hu Jingting, Louie, Q.S. Kou, Wu Hualun
and Morgan Xiao Guofu.
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Huo Guangfei and his 'Art Behind the Characters'
One of the more eccentric artists of
Beijing, Hou Guangfei, uses characters
as the main tool in his paintings. His
1996 'Character Exhibition' at the
Beijing Hilton Gallery won much
acclaim with both the foreign and
domestic communities. In each of his
character paintings borrowing from the
old tradition of laying delicately stroked
calligraphy on scrolls there is a sentence
or humorous phrase slowly gathering
itself within the multicolored pools of
paint. In the painting titled "Odor,"
you would never really notice that Huo
Guangfei took careful time in arranging
the structure of the colors, almost giving it a feel of grafiti from a New York subway or
of knotted tree trunks. Hou Guangfei uses this style of abstract calligraphy as his
means of critiquing modern society. On occassion he uses humorous idioms while
sometimes using sayings that carry a much deeper philisophical meaning.
His characters aren't the easiest things to pick out of the painting, which makes
viewing his work so uniquely appealling. At first glance you'll notice that the black
outlines look just like that, black textual outlines. The more you look you'll notice
that those black lines are just distorted characters, pictograms brought back to life from
drowning in a canvas sea of oil paint. His most recent exhibition at the grand opening
of The Here and Now Gallery Cafe gave the average person a chance to view some his
works. In "Odor" (Chou Wei) the 'wei' character in the lower right is easy to pick out,
the 'chou' character however isn't so easy; this is his style. That night, amidst the
yells and screams of the audience slipping all over the floor (they gave away free beer
that night to promote the show), Hou Guangfei gave his own concert on canvas. His
works hung the walls while everyone commented on them, trying to figure out what
was the art behind the characters.
In Guangfei's painting "The fish and I, dirty all the same," he steps out of his usual
characters and depicts the 'yu' character for fish with an outline of a real fish near the
bottom. The 'tong' character located in the upper right side is the largest and hence
more background character in this piece. 'Tong', the word for 'same' or 'similar' gives
a sense of foundation that the other characters lay upon--another crack at society by
Houguang, seeming to say in his own special ability that "everyone is the same."
In his painting titled "Nightmare", the outlines revolve around a central
highlighted 'meng' character, the word for 'dream'. His usage of colors in this
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painting emphasizes the chosen title, here sticking to darker shades of blue and red.
With Hou Guangfei, there's no telling what he's gonna paint next, or even given a
typical topic, no telling how he's going to portray it. Unlike several artists here, he
doesn't waver to the demand of mad abstraction or the squad of artists portraying the
themes of East meets West--a topic that has gone passe over the last 3 to 4 years.
Hu Jingting and her 'Glowing Oils'
In my honest opinion, Hu Jingting is one
of the most impressive female artists from the
80's 'Beat Generation' here in Beijing.
Jingting's works are stunning images that
radiate a sense of ghostly indifference. Her
usage of oils as a mimic for 'fenbi', the
likeness of colored chalks, runs throughout
her portfolio. Born in Beijing in 1966, she
was a late bloomer into the racy life of doing
exhibitions, her first at the age of 27. Her
twilight entrance however has not affected her
work, nor her following. Traveling from
Beijing, the site of her first exhibition at the
Ammonia gallery in 1993, to Southern
Shenzhen at the China Professional Painters'
exhibition. After her stay in the mainland
for two decades, she finally got the chance to make a tour throughout Asia with her
first stop in Hong Kong alongside the Roving International Burgeoning Arts Fair.
The glowing edges in her work are
the primary characteristic besides the
basic theme of 'person'. Most of her
work involves a human subject, usually
female, on occasion both male and
female as we see in "Lovers". The
lovers that we see are embraced in a hug,
with the female character in the
foreground.
In the "Portrait of a
Female" I'm not sure if it's a
representation of herself because I never
asked, but I have met female artists who
find that painting themselves in the nude to be quite an experience in developing both a
sense of body and a sense of self. In "Portrait..." one sees an expressionless nude
with highlighted yellow skin on a blue background. There could be many different
explanations foretelling why Jingting used yellow for skin tone; is this person depicted
a true character, if so, does this usage of yellow have racial influences or is it simply an
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over-expression of the light?
Once again these are oils that she uses, not chalks. Her method for inducing a
chalky look into the canvas involves incredibly small dry strokes running in the same
direction, or sometimes running in a pointillist style using dry blotches to make an
object appear solid. We see in "Light", a ghostly avatar of the female figure
comprised of light, or perhaps holding within her grasp a luminescent ball which, from
this source of light casts shadows with calculable thickness, direction and depth.
Some viewers may even see that the girl portrayed is actually the 'positive' image of
the 'negative' image standing beside her on the left. Whatever the case may be, the
audience is left to decide why Jingting composes the eerie reverence seen in her work.
Louie, in 'Ruins'
An old friend from my first month in Beijing in 1995 whom I first met at Blue
Jays on the West side of Beijing University. Blue Jays, not much a place for art,
rather, a place with a large international student atmosphere. I met Louie during Blue
Jay's first Halloween party where we exchanged cheers and 'ganbei'. He did art and
freelanced as a drummer; I did computers, and freelanced as an artist so we got along
well. My meetings with Louie have been few and far between, so seeing his work
finally after almost two years was quite a shock. When I met him he had
shoulder-length hair and dressed in moderately dark clothes. The day he walked into
my office, accompanied by Hou Guangfei, he was flaunting iridescent Tibetan
over-clothes and flowing long black hair, the artist I would expect to have produced the
work he later showed me.
Louie started painting with oils at a fairly early age, 14 years old to be exact. He
went on to graduate from the famous Lu Xun School of Fine Arts in Shenyang
province in 1989. Even with his early introduction into the art world, and after
graduation from a school with such high standards, he naturally continued to engage in
artistic studies in 1993. He started taking advanced classes in oil painting, a project
sponsored by the Chinese Artists Association. Using both education and ambition as
a springboard, he was able to place his works on exhibition in the prestigious Central
Academy of Fine Arts Gallery. His 'invitation card' from that showing gives a good
sample of one of his more famous works, "Ruins".
The main body of his work shows his usage of wide pools of color, red being
prominent in quite a few images. In defining human figures, his parameters include
using puffy characters, distorted only in bodily proportion yet not in expression. With
his usage of shadows, he creates the tool necessary to build up and bring out dimension
in people's faces and the wrinkles in clothes; more so than some artists, giving the
viewer the idea or feeling of 'soft clay molded figures' as some would describe. The
backgrounds of red, not only run abundant in his work, they also run abundant in
China. Sometimes Chinese artists don't do things for political reasons, they
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sometimes just naturally portray they're surroundings. It's the common skew of
Western interpretation that puts more meaning into the work than actually exists. The
usage of red as a background I would say is deserving of very little discussion. Louie
instead has captured the graininess and dimness of what some would call, 'real China'.
His paintings truly represent gray ambient light cascading upon sites such as
Tiananmen, as seen with the image of the happy-go-lucky kids, and even with the
family reunion image; a life-size painting consisting of two entire canvases.
Louie is a realist, one of a strong breed here in China. Many people, reporters
and even other artists from outside of China have tried to pick the brains of this genre.
Why realism? Is it because of the revolution? Is it due to deeper historical recounts,
or is it simply something the artist finds within himself? I wouldn't want to question
what makes a realist tick, I would rather just state that the body of realism in China
currently takes major advantage of much of the art making the international market.
Q.S. Kou, 'China's Four Great Inventions'
Born in China's frigid Northeastern town of Liaoning, Kou has made his mark the
on modern Chinese art world. Stemming from the same generation of artists that
were born in the midst of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), he holds a position of
high expertise among those who share the same experiences; this influence is seen
throughout his portfolio. After graduating from the acclaimed Lu Xun Academy of
Fine Arts in 1989, he gathered his works and headed for Beijing in hopes of attending
the Central Academy of Fine Arts, China's most prestigious school for the arts. After
two years of insight, he made it into the Oil Painting department, joining the ranks of
some of the nation's finest upcoming modern oil painters. After a short stay at the
academy he took some academic leave and headed down south, far south, to Kunming
and Xishuangbanna in preparation to form some new exhibits.
During 1994, he put over ten of his latest works on display during his 'Four Great
Inventions' exhibit. The image "Four Great Inventions" depicts one of China's
greatest contributions to global technology, the printing press. In 1995, he opened his
own studio, modestly named 'KSQ Studio' in the city of Liaoyang. At the same time
he was invited to represent modern oil painters at the Liaoning Young Artists
Convention. A year later, having had his works published in several art journals, he
began an exhibition at Beijng's Wan Fung Art Gallery in October; giving the gallery a
full-scale transformation with installations inside and out.
Kou's main body of recent works consists of Chinese pop art. Kou has a distinct
'in your face' approach to critiquing modern Chinese society in the wake of economic
reforms. This is obvious through his emphasis on the portrayal of foreign
convenience goods such as Coca-Cola. On the right, his depiction of modern
technology fearfully symbolized by guns, bombs and computers all juxtaposed with
signs saying 'no smoking, no drinking'; but yet the central Coca-Cola is allowed-giving
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the final impression that seeing through the Chinese eyes of his generation one could
share the feeling that technology is tied in with violence, with signs warning of health
hazards. Meanwhile Coca-Cola not being one of them, thus showing acceptance from
the West. The triad of Buddha’s layered at the bottom of the piece add to the
philosophical melancholy, holding tight to the 'light at the end of the tunnel'
appearance. This type of work and several different types were all shown at the '96
Wan Fung exhibit.
Earlier works by Kou include a gigantic mural spanning several meters in width,
around 3 meters in height. This mural, complete with bold pop-art character
influences from Keith Haring (1958-1990) was completed in 1996 and was composed
of several male and female, as well as dinosaur images. The male figures, all in
Haring style, have overlaid phallic emphasis such as 3-D objects placed in key
positions giving a sense of either sexual curiosity or overt mass exposure.
Kou is one of the few artists who can 'get away' with this style of art and not have
it sequestered by the 'Saohuangban' or'AntiPornography Commission'. Depicting
images that further include sexual connotations is something rare, but becoming more
and more available. Let's hope it doesn't get out of hand and become mainstream
within the art and media in China. The past decade of 'New Artist Molds East and
West' headlines are incredibly boring in the mid-90s since China's dive into the world
market. Luckily, Q.S. Kou has given us the chance to share his generation's views of
society as an original artist with original ideas.
Wu Hualun, Trio of Styles
Wu Hualun is a multi-faceted folk artist who specializes in three styles; modern
recreations of ancient Chinese characters, abstract Peking Opera images and finally
depictions of Chinese traditional folk dancing. An expert in traditional characters, he
applies his love for one of China's most historic cultural heritages by bringing
calligraphy to life amidst pastel cloth backgrounds. Depictions of ancient characters
such as 'ren' (person) and 'wang' (king) are most representative of his work. Most
Chinese people of this generation who haven't studied this lost art form really can't
recognize what the characters are, much less what they mean in an artistic sense. If
the average Chinese person can't read it, imagine how illiterate a foreigner is. This art
form is a rare jewel when it appears in publications and in the news. In the rat-race of
the buy and sell world of art, it's great to see that Chinese artists still respect their 7,000
year old history and still can ascertain high levels of cultural understanding through
artistic curiosity.
Wu Hualun's second form of art is just as enchanting as the drama it portrays.
Peking Opera, known for incredibly bright costumes, fairy-tale characters and
death-defying acrobatics, holds a cherished spot in the heart of all Chinese. Wu
depicts characters such as the Monkey King and a host of others from all major operas,
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all in abstract action detail. Wu makes considerable effort to portray his characters in
motion, since Peking Opera is, unlike most Western dramas, a predominantly active
and demanding art, a sport almost. He attempts to give the viewer the same
enjoyment of watching Peking Opera live through his usage of wispy bold brush
strokes and wonderful action scenes.
His command of watercolors gives his artwork motion and definition, even when
depicting characters dancing as we see in his "Folk Dancers." Sticking with pastel
colors, he doesn't see the need to vary from the original subject's natural beauty or feel.
The characters in "Dancers," young men in drum beating positions, are one
representation of China's several minority tribes. China's minority tribes, or 'Xiaoshu
Minzu', bridge the gap between today's race for economic development and cultural
enlightenment. Without the flare and unity of China's many minority clans, China
would have lost a large token of it's culture decades ago.
Morgan Xiao Guofu, Warmth from Guizhou
The Two Big Contradictions: East vs. West, Traditional vs. Modern
Morgan, as he's calied more often than
his Chinese name, was one of the original
pioneers at the 'Yuanmingyuan Artist
Colony' in the early 90's. Coming to
Beijing (China's 'Heart Disease' as he calls
it) in '91 from the southern fog-capped
mountains of Guizhou. Here most of the
population are ethnically Miao minority,
Morgan however is from the Zhuang
minority. Most minority painters and
artists carry with them a large amount of
influence from their native heritage such
as folk painting, dances, poetry, musical instruments and so on. Morgan is no
exception to the rule. While in Guizhou throughout the mid-80's and up until '92, his
works held a sort of eclectic feel mirroring the Guizhou environment in which he'd
grown up in. Influenced by the people of the Miao minority and their customs, his
realist influence came out during this time. Morgan details his ethnic influences by
saying that, "the Miao have never experienced any of the evils of modern society,
which creates an air of mystery and beauty around Guizhuo."
After attaining his degree in design, he began to see that he needed to come out on
his own and develop fully his painting ability. In Guizhuo working half time as a
designer, half time as a painter, he began to take color and area more seriously. He
started using dark tones recalling those seen in an area shrowded in fog while
highlighting the area with light to describe an ounce in time.
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After arriving in Beijing, his environment and the home that he came from became
two distinct extremes; this affected his work after '92. His works soon slowly began
to take on a more and more serious form as he critiqued Beijing society with all its
riches. He remembers three years later in '95 as Beijing's economy skyrocketed; he
took a ever-increasing look out into his area; the city, the country, the world. This is
where he began drawing his large 'contradictions' as he calls them. His two large
contradictions are 'The East vs. West' and 'Traditional vs. Modern.' His usage of color
also changed as well as the usage of place and area. Morgan seems to have fallen
deeper into the abstract as the years go by, which is no surprise when coming from an
area of such natural beauty into the concrete jungle.
As I've mentioned before, places in Beijing are just as important as the artists and
musicians inside them. As I met Louie near Beijing University, I met Morgan along
the same lines, only this time earlier at a small coffee shop called 'Moonhouse' owned
by a French ex-pat and his Chinese wife. Moonhouse offered the same artsy, relaxed
atmosphere that most of upper-western Beijing (known as Haidian) student hangouts
were known for. Moonhouse was especially popular among 'the longhairs'; the
musicians and the artists. They all came over to throw darts, drink wine and talk to
foreigners with the same open interests. Moonhouse was extremely crowded, with
only the space of a couple of square meters, and lit only by a handful of candles.
Wang Hui, a constant regular at Moonhouse, went on to form Shadow Cafe and Club X
(one of Beijing's largest independent live music venues). Bruce Hsu, another regular,
went on to form his own computer art software company (Pangaea Studios; the
mainland's best computer graphics house) while some of the artists found success in
travelling abroad from their friendly relations found at Moonhouse. Some found
success in foreign lovers and eventually went to other countries to get married and
continue their art (several went to Germany or America in 1995). Contacts made at
Moonhouse got Morgan an invitation to travel to England for an exhibition. Finding
his first time out of the country a relatively furfilling experience, he still recieves faxes
and letters asking for the dates of another possible exhibition in London.
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CONCLUSION {Part Two and Final}
"What are the real-world parameters for serving the people and socialism?"
Social taboos, documenting problems in society, rebellious influence
This is what the art world of China faces in the 90's and the new millennium to
come; immense internal competition within the art circles due to the limited resources
of permission, money and willing exhibition areas. The Constitution of the People's
Republic of China issues clearly in Article 22:
"The state promotes the development of art and literature, the press, radio and
television broadcasting, publishing and distribution services, libraries, museums,
cultural centers and other cultural undertakings that serve the people and socialism,
and it sponsors mass cultural activities."
In real-world experience the first line should read, "The state accepts the
exhibition of art and literature... that lie within unwritten parameters to serve the
people and socialism" The state clearly defines that art must still 'serve the people' as
well as 'socialism' which brings a totally different question. What are the parameters
for serving the people and socialism? Since art is such an abstract idea in itself, who's
to judge what is acceptable and what is not acceptable when dealing with works
exhibited or performed. Where one person is allowed, ten more are not, yet this
situation does not determine 'precedence' in the mainland where each situation is taken
anew and dealt with using an attitude of "Well, that was then, this is now."
Some current complications in the art world that describe the amorphous borders
of these unwritten parameters include:
1) Wang Deshun, a legend in the international art realm, is not easily allowed to
perform his world-renowned 'Living Sculpture' in a Chinese sponsored exhibit (which
by definition would have a large Chinese audience) because it allows the Chinese
audience to see him in the nude which interferes abruptly with mainland social taboos.
There is a loophole to getting him to perform legally. His performance can and has
been sponsored and welcomed warmly by several foreign embassies and art schools
around the globe. His performance can legally take place when sponsored by any
embassy or foreign company within China's borders because this, just as placing him
in another country, limits the influence of his nudity among his own Chinese people.
This example hints that anything surrounding China's current 'social taboos' is outside
the parameters for serving the people and socialism and therefore will be available
mainly to the minority (i.e. foreigners and those close to the performer).
2) A reliable source involved with the production of films here in Beijing revealed that
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in 1996, out of three hundred recently well-written interesting scripts, only a handful
could pass through the first layer of acceptance by the Cultural Department due to their
choice in movie topic. A surprising number of which were documenting Southern
China's illegal drug production and export, the new rook in the Golden Triangle.
When watching Chinese films and television, you'll easily notice and get the feeling
that nothing is wrong in Mainland China. The economy is fine and everyone is happy
except for those who are chronically ill or handicapped. Even those that are
handicapped or struggling eventually succumb to 'the light of socialism' after being
constantly reminded of the mainlander's ability for 'eating bitter'. Otherwise, China
will not report to the masses, by news, radio or film, its own social problems; unless
the social problems conflict with economic policy.
3) A recent example in the music world, Beijing and Shanghai audiences in 1996 got to
see Bjork (at the time the reining queen of Western alternative music). 1997 also
brought about Yanni (Bjork was far too weird despite her Asian ancestry, Yanni's
easy-listening elevator music is the wave of the future for China). Among all the
hype and fluster of some over-rated Western performer the only question that appears
to me is "Where in the past 4 years have China's leading musicians been?" "When
have they been given the same chances these foreigners have been given?" The
answer is disgustingly sad. They've not been allowed easy access (or as easy as their
foreign counterparts) to large civic venues such as the Worker's Stadium or local parks
like Ditan.
In my personal opinion this is the largest slap in the face to the Chinese art world
in general. When a foreign entity (since the Qing Dynasty was in power) can waltz in
with a large production budget and basically pick and choose how, where and when to
have a show. If we speak of parameters we see that a concert by a foreigner doesn't
necessarily enhance 'the people' or 'socialism' for that matter, the concert merely
doesn't conflict against such parameters. This is what China's art world of the 80's
and 90's has indrectly (or in severe cases, directly) done. The Chinese art world has
crossed over the government's preset boundaries of artistic tolerance and this is why
they're not allowed to be seen or heard by Chinese people within China's borders.
This allows Bjork and Yanni to have extremely over-priced and extremely boring
concerts at the expense of alienating wonderfully talented, well-known mainland
Chinese musicians such as Cui Jian or Dou Wei. The fear of rebellious influence is so
great that more and more musicians, painters and even movie scriptwriters are slowly
gearing their work to become in-line within these unwritten parameters.
In America, just as Jello Biafra from The Dead Kennedy's preached on of the flag
and the nation screaming "I care enough to criticize it!" We see now our Chinese
musicians doing much the same. China's constitution also lays out that: The state
advocates the civic virtues of love of the motherland. Which, as we've become
familiar with in the West, the right to criticism and lobby brings about the recognition
of flaws and benefits, which in turn expose and eliminate undesirable social and
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political problems. When someone intelligently criticizes policy, there can be no
harm done. In my opinion this is what several of China's blacklisted or banned artists
have sought to overcome: the encroachment of the Public Security Bureau upon
misinterpreting their works as 'contraband' when in reality they have deepest respect
for the motherland.
To tie together the politics behind the arts, I'd like to basically tell my audience
what does or can exist right now. First, when deciphering time in China's recent
80's/90's history, it's likened to compressing five years of change and struggle while
really only observing events taking place during a single year. My Chinese friends
often explain to me that I arrived at a bad time in '95 and spent the past two years
during one of China's most boring periods in the past decade. I, of course, disagree
because even with the limited outside performances of the art world, I've been given a
chance to clearly see the real trapdoors lying underneath the political stage. It just so
happened that the politics that I wanted to study made themselves most enhanced
during the time that I was there. That enhancement thus leading the art world down
an introverted path within itself, afraid, confused or unable to come out in most cases.
Historically, the policies relaxing the artistic restrictions during the 80's were
thrown out after interference with social taboos; which created a whiplash affect as we
saw in 1989. In the 90's the economy took a major stride forward (1992 to be exact)
and saw dramatic motion and even splits in the art world; splits seeking financial goals
divided and created an "us against them" feeling that still exists today. This
commotion during the early 90's didn't last for long as real-world policy once again
came down and removed the quivering foundation art relied upon due to art's natural
rebellious tendencies that soon later made it a liability to public security. After 1998,
I can only speculate and agree with my Chinese friends that things will definitely
improve. We all share a positive outlook for the struggling art world of the next five
years. We believe that today's young teenagers taste's will improve the marketability
of Chinese art within China; the next generation will have the opportunity to take
China's vast cultural history (including that slice of which I share during the mid-90s)
and place it in its rightful position on the world stage for all to see and enjoy.
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